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How does a brand become
the Frozen Mexican
Category leader?
By having the number one
selling Taquito in the category 1
and the highest consumer
awareness of all Frozen
Mexican brands.2
(1) Source: SymphonyIRI, Total US Grocery, Dollar Sales, Latest 52 w/e 12.04.11
(2) Source: Ipsos Marketing, Frozen Food Usage & Attitudes Study, Septemeber 2011, n= 2592.
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OUT WARREN’S WAY

‘The Good
Old Days’
A chat with Mark, and a disagreement with Johnny where I was
wrong.

A

fter “occupying” a
Starbucks table briefly
vacated by a wi-fi squatter
(and preparing for battle upon his
return), Mark Baum and I settled
into easy conversation about “the
good old days.”
Mark is the managing partner
of MARCAT Group, a
consulting firm in Fairfax, Va., and the CEO of
the Association of Sales
& Marketing Companies in Washington.
The latter, which I still
refer to as “the brokers’
association” (much to
the chagrin of purists),
has been in the headlines of late because of
its opposition to the
Delhaize “preferred
broker” program. From what I hear,
by the way, some vendors have
vowed not to go “the extra mile”
or truly partner with Delhaize as a
result. There’s more about this topic
on page 18.
I digress. Mark and I have been
friends for about 20 years, and we
found ourselves kvetching about
eroding industry camaraderie and
teamwork. Where are the old retail
industry statesmen such as Dave
Jenkins of Shaw’s, Mike Wright of
Supervalu and Byron Allambaugh
of Ralphs? Mark and I miss them.
About 20 years ago, when the Efficient Consumer Response initiative was in its heyday, retailers and
vendors freely shared information
for the benefit of all. There was a
team spirit. Today, the industry
feels increasingly like Congress,
with its attendant secrecy, factions
and bitter rivalries.
I don’t really know what it would
take to bring back some of the old
magic. I do believe that everyone
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benefited when there was more
industrywide sharing. It seems
that things started falling apart
when a few key players pulled out
of industry initiatives, shows and
associations. And I suspect that the
trigger-pullers on those decisions
were corner-office types who rarely
see the inside of a store or attend
industry functions.
This train of thought occurred
to me after a disagreement I had
with Johnny Harris, who is one of
our regular columnists and a good
friend. Johnny wrote his column
this month about attending a meeting of the Frozen & Refrigerated
Food Council of
North Carolina.
I told Johnny
that I couldn’t run
it; after all, this is
a national publication, and his
column wouldn’t
have relevance to
someone in California. And I repeated
my mantra: “Write
about something
that helps our readers sell more
product, more profitably.”
BEGGING TO DIFFER
Johnny vigorously begged to differ,
arguing that getting more people
to join industry associations would
help everyone sell more product,
more profitably. Hmm… I fussed
over this for a week before asking if
it would be okay to tie in national
association memberships as well.
We agreed, and Johnny’s “Join Up!”
column appears on page 14.
Actually, the National Frozen
& Refrigerated Foods Association,
which Johnny cites, is stronger than
ever, from what I can see. But local
groups could use more members,
and other industry associations
have seen dwindling numbers. If
this column (and Johnny’s) inspires
just one of you to join up, I’ll be
happy.
Warren Thayer, Editor
warren@fdbuyer.com
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NEW PRODUCTS

Caramel Sea Salt Gelato
G.S. Gelato & Desserts
(www.gsgelato.com),
Fort Walton Beach,
Fla., adds a ninth flavor
to its pint collection.
Described as “an explosive
combination of sweet and
salty,” new Caramel Sea
Salt gelato is made with
fresh, pure ingredients using
traditional Italian methods
and equipment. Like all G.S. Gelato
flavors, it contains up to 30% less fat than traditional ice
cream. Suggested retail price is $4.29 to $4.99 per pint.
Probiotic Pizza
Denver-based Frozen
Naked Pizza (www.
frozennaked.com)
brings the Naked
Pizza concept from
take-out to retail with
four frozen varieties:
Pepperoni, Cheese,
Chicken (with roasted
peppers and onions)
and new Superbiotic
Veggie. Like the fresh
version, Frozen Naked
Pizza starts with a probiotic-rich crust made with 10
grains and seeds plus agave fiber and healthy bacteria.
Topped with sauce free of added sugar and citric acid,
it also features 100% premium mozzarella, all-natural
vegetables with no additives or preservatives and natural
meats. Each 10-inch, two-serving pie carries an $8.99
suggested retail price.
Meat Alternative Entrees
San Diego-based Home Chef Kitchen (www.
homechefkitchen.com) rolls out a line of meat
alternative frozen entrees made with quality, clean
label ingredients free
of GMOs and
trans fat. The
dual-ovenable
collection
includes
Chick’n a la
King, Meatless
Meatballs in
Portabello
Mushroom
Sauce, Orange
Chick’n,
Fettuccini
Alfredo with
Vegan Shrimp, Beyond Beef Stir Fry and Chick’n Pot
Pie. Also available for private label, the 10- to 12-ounce
single-serve meals typically retail for between $4.99
and $6.99 apiece.
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Ready-to-Eat Yogurt Smoothies
Cincinnati-based United Dairy Farmers (www.udfinc.
com) introduces ready-to-eat frozen yogurt smoothies
that can be consumed with a spoon right out of the
freezer or sipped from a glass after 15 seconds in the
microwave. Offered in single-serve, 11.5-ounce cups, the
all-natural, antioxidant-rich smoothies come in four
flavors: Wildberry, Strawberry Banana, Tropical and
Peach. Available
for private label
as well as under
UDF’s Homemade
brand (Wildberry
and Strawberry
Banana only), the
low-fat drinks
come in 23-ounce
two-packs and
carry a $3.79 to
$3.99 suggested retail.
Indian-Style Yogurt Smoothie
Whiting, Vt.-based Dahlicious (www.
dahlicious.com) expands its line of allnatural Indian-style yogurt smoothies
made with real fruit and low-fat milk
from grass-fed Vermont cows. Offered
in Alphonso Mango, Ecuador Banana, Oregon Strawberry, Maine
Blueberry and new Bourbon
Vanilla flavors, calcium-rich and
gluten-free “lassis” contain five
or fewer ingredients and no
added flavors, colors, gelatins/
gums or preservatives. They
have up to 15 billion naturally
occurring probiotic cultures,
120 calories and 2.5 grams of
fat per serving. Suggested retail
is $1.99 for a 7-ounce singleserve bottle and $4.69 for the
new 32-ounce multi-serve option.
Ice Cream On the Go
Oberweis Dairy (www.oberweis.com),
North Aurora, Ill., offers ice
cream, sherbet and sorbet
in no-mess 4-ounce
“tubes” that eliminate
the need for a bowl and
spoon. Oberweis Ice
Cream On the Go comes
in five best-selling flavors:
Vanilla Ice Cream, Chocolate Ice Cream, Lemon Sorbet, Mango Pomegranate
Sorbet and Orange Sherbet.
Packaged in 24-count cartons, they’re sold individually for between $1.19 and
$1.29 apiece.
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Now a deliciously
different way to waffle.
®

Celebrating
75 years!

SERVING
SUGGESTION
Serving Size
One Waffle

Ask your Eggo® product representative about our in-store programs.

NEW PRODUCTS

Value-Added
Seafood
Beaver Street
Fisheries (www.
seabest.com),
Jacksonville,
Fla., extends its
Sea Best brand
with a new line
of fully prepared,
ready-to-cook frozen seafood dishes for two. Offered
under the Sea Best Signature sub-brand, the collection
includes Shrimp & Grits, Caribbean Mango Swai, Tilapia
Florentine, Spinach & Artichoke Filefish, Potato Crusted
Cod, Maine Lobster Cakes (includes three servings) and
Stuffed Clams (includes four servings), all of which can
be prepared in the microwave or conventional oven.
The items range from 6 to 12 ounces; suggested retail
prices vary.
Authentic Southern Meals
No Time 2 Cook (www.notime2cook.com), Oxford,
Miss., offers authentic Cajun and Southern fare made
from scratch without canned soups, fillers or additives.
Its home-style collection of oven-ready, 30-ounce
frozen entrees and
side dishes includes
Chicken Pie,
Crab and
Mushroom
Penne, Chicken
& Broccoli
Casserole,
Chicken &
Asparagus
Casserole,
Shrimp &
Grits, Spinach
Carolina (side dish) and Squash Supreme (side dish).
The company also offers three 22-ounce frozen soups
for the stovetop: Crawfish Etoufee, Shrimp & Crab Corn
Bisque and Seafood Gumbo. The multi-serve entrees
and soups retail for around $14.95 while the side dishes
typically sell for about $12.95.
Food Safety Alert
FreezCube (www.freezcube.com), Chicago, brings frozen
food safety to consumer freezers with Spoiler Alert.
Improper closing of the freezer
door, power failure, mechanical
breakdown, or improper
temperature settings can
cause the temperature
in the home freezer
to rise. These common
occurrences allow growth
of bacteria and raise the
risk of food poisoning. At
a glance, Spoiler Alert
informs the users how
many days they have
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left to safely consume their frozen food. Already
popular in Europe, it is reusable and simple to use.
Suggested retail price is $9.99.
Gluten-Free Dumplings
New York-based Feel Good Foods (www.feel-goodfoods.com) debuts a collection of gluten-free Asianstyle dumplings made by hand with all-natural, nonGMO ingredients. Also free of MSG, artificial flavors,
preservatives and
additives, the
“chef-inspired”
dumplings are
available in four
flavors: Pork,
Chicken, Vegetable
and Shrimp. Each
10.75-ounce, eightcount package
comes with a
1.25-ounce packet of
gluten-free dipping sauce. Suggested retail is $6.99.
Specialty Cheese Dip
Stamford, Conn.-based distributor Norseland, Inc.
(www.norseland.com), a division of Norwegian cheese
producer/exporter TINE SA, introduces Jarlsberg
Original
Cheese Dip, a
combination of
its top-selling
specialty cheese,
red onions and
mayonnaise.
Offered in
microwaveable
8-ounce
containers, the
refrigerated dip can be served hot or cold, or used as
an ingredient. The product has a 45-day shelf life from
shipping, and suggested retail price is $4.99 to $5.99.
Single-Serve Fruit Pies
Omaha-based ConAgra
expands its Marie
Callender’s line of frozen
dessert pies (www.
mariecallendersmeals.
com) with three singleserve varieties ready
to eat in as little as 6
minutes. Offered in three
fruit flavors — Apple,
Peach and Cherry Berry
— the microwaveable
10-ounce pies feature
large bites of fruit and flaky, made-from-scratch crusts
topped with real cinnamon sugar. In addition to
the frozen pie door, the mini desserts can also be
merchandised in the higher-traffic, single-serve meals
section. Suggested retail price is $1.99 each.

We Provide the Sizzle, You Provide the Store Brand.

HUMMUS • SALSAS • FIRE ROASTED VEGETABLES • FIRE ROASTED RICE BLENDS • DIPS • SOUPS • PASTA BLENDS

Select Store Brands, a division of Haliburton International Foods,
is one of the most innovative and hottest growing manufacturers
in the country, and has finally entered retail. Contact Bobby Ray
today at bray@SelectStoreBrands.com to learn more about our
frozen and deli ideas for your private brand.

Visit our website at
www.SelectStoreBrands.com

JOHNNY’S COLUNM

JOIN UP!
Local frozen and refrigerated
foods associations give you a huge
opportunity to make new business
contacts and new friends, while
helping people.
BY JOHNNY HARRIS

T

his month I will not be writing about a category, but
about how you can benefit and
also help others by joining the local
chapters of the National Frozen &
Refrigerated Foods Association.
When all is said and done, we’re
still in a “people” business, and I’m
grateful for that.
These associations exist all over
the country, helping unite the industry and engage communities at
a grass-roots level. They mobilize
manufacturers and retailers on a
regional scale to promote the benefits of frozen and refrigerated foods
through in-store promotions, advertising and local events. But that’s just
for starters, believe me.

TOUCHING LIVES
By joining your local association,
you’ll help your business by making
new contacts. Just as important, you’ll
also make new friends and be able
to touch the lives of people in need.
That’s how it’s been for me for the
more than 30 years that I’ve been a
member of the Frozen & Refrigerated
Food Council of North Carolina. The
best way I can give you a taste of what
it’s like to belong to a local association
is to write about my own group.
When I attended our Christmas
luncheon back in December, the
Council made donations to Second
Harvest Food Bank, the American
Heart Association, the March of
Dimes, the Muscular Dystrophy
Association, the Special Olympics,
UNCC Charlotte Scholarships,
Habitat for Humanity, the Susan B.
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Komen Foundation and Toys for Tots. will have meeting rooms set up for
one-on-one appointments. And nope,
We raise money for these charities during Frozen Food Month, June I will not be scheduling any appointments this year — one of the first
Dairy Month, July Ice Cream Month
and the annual McKenney Golf Clas- times in more than 30 years!
In the late 1990s, the
sic, which honors the
dairy category was
memory of William
added to the associa(Bill McKenney), one
tion. This was a very
of the Council’s conice fit, particularly
founders.
because it brought in
The luncheon
more people eager to
program began with
work with each other
Sharon Courtney
and learn together.
singing the national
Our retailer members
anthem. Sharon had
today include Food
lost her husband and
City, Lowes Foods,
house a few weeks
Ingles Markets, Galbefore. She had been
axy Foods, Merchants
attending choir pracJOHNNY HARRIS
Distributors, Inc.
tice at church when
(MDI), Harris Teeter,
a tornado destroyed
and IGA. Florida association memher home in Rock Hill, S.C., only a
few miles from us. My wife Susie and bers include Winn-Dixie and Publix.
Today, the association has four
I have known Sharon and her family
meetings per year as well as the
for many years — what a wonderful
Southeastern Conference. We have
woman of faith! Thank you, Sharon!
325 members from 124 companies
Council members take care of their
including retailers, manufacturers,
own, like family.
The Council was formed in the
sales agents, marketing companies
mid 1970s and we met monthly at a
and suppliers.
broker’s office to plan promotions.
CONFERENCE CONTACT
Some of the early members were
Jimmy Love (Carolina Brokers), John If you would like more information
about the conference, please call Joe
Wiggins (Rogers American), Buddy
D’Alberto at 704-227-7447 or email
Laws (Harris Teeter), and Hoy JohnJDAlberto@acosta.com. (My thanks
son (Ingles). These men were great
to Joe and to Donnie Holbrook for
leaders who knew the frozen food
their notes about the most recent
business well.
In 1979, the Council held its first
meeting.)
And if you need a list of local asmulti-market frozen food conference
sociations, go to the website of the
— including retailers, wholesalers,
NFRA (www.nfraweb.org) and click
brokers and manufacturers — at the
on the “About NFRA” tab and then
Grove Park Inn in Asheville, N.C.
on “local associations” on the left
Over time, this conference group
side of the screen. Then, do yourself a
joined forces with associations in
favor, and “Join Up!” n
South Carolina, Georgia and Florida
to become the Southeastern AssociaJohnny L. Harris, president of Johnny
tion of Frozen Food Councils. The
L. Harris Consulting LLC, Fort Mill,
conference has become an annual
S.C., can be reached at 803-984event, moving to different resorts.
This year’s conference will be
2594 or cmer0002@gmail.com. He
March 29-31 at the Westin Resort
spent 38 years in dairy and frozen
Hotel in Hilton Head, S. C. As at
category management/merchandisthe NFRA convention, all retailers
ing at Harris Teeter.

March 29-31, 2012
The Southeastern Frozen & Refrigerated Conference
is a Comprehensive Event including:
• Retailer Business Meetings with Manufacturers
• Informal Meeting Opportunities
• New Item Sampling Gala and Café

www.carolinacoolfoods.com
For more information contact Joe D’Alberto at (704) 227-7447 or jdalberto@acosta.com

UPFRONT

Harris Teeter, FD Buyer
Honor Marine Heroes
Celebrity Chef Rick Tarantino and others learn anew that ‘America is in
great hands.’
BY PAUL CHAPA

C

elebrity Chef Rick Tarantino and I recently prepared a feast honoring
12 young Marine heroes at the Second Annual Harris Teeter/
Frozen & Dairy Buyer Heroes Dinner. The event was at the home of
Commanding General, Major General Jon “Dog” Davis, at the Marine Corps
Air Station Cherry Point, Havelock, N.C., on Jan. 19.

Mrs. Carol Davis, Sergeant Major Susan Bellis, Paul Chapa, Sergeant Greg Mosher and
wife, Rick Tarantino and Major General Davis.

Tarantino, a contributing editor at Frozen & Dairy Buyer, prepared all the
food, which was provided for the second year in a row by Harris Teeter. On
hand from Harris Teeter was David Melvin, manager of the New Bern, N.C.,
store.

HEROIC ACTS
The 12 Marines were honored for heroic acts, ranging from
rendering medical aid at a motorcycle accident to the donation
of a kidney for a fellow Marine’s wife who had a kidney disorder. A Marine had posted an ad seeking a kidney donor, and a
sergeant who did not know either of them answered without
hesitation and gave one of her kidneys.
“All of your stories are very amazing,” Davis said. “You are
true modern day heroes. You made courageous choices, and
I am very proud of you.”
“Thank you for everything that you do,” said Tarantino.
“I love opportunities like this. It is such an honor to be here
with you, doing what I love.”
Don’t be surprised if you see some of these heroes at the
Fourth Annual Retail Patriots event in Washington, D.C.,
during the National Frozen & Refrigerated Foods Association convention. While I’m on the subject, we’re seeking
photos of people who have served so we can show them in a
collage during the event. Please send a photo of yourself in
uniform to paul@fdbuyer.com. As my 10-year-old daughter
Gabby once asked me, “I know Cousin Joe and Col. Marshall
keep us safe now, but who will keep us safe when we get old?”
David, Rick and I had the honor of meeting that next generation on Jan. 19, and can tell you we’re in good hands. n
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SPEAKERS SET
FOR NFRA

CONFERENCE

E

xecutives from Meijer and
Harris Teeter will be among
the speakers at this year’s
Executive Conference of the
National Frozen & Refrigerated
Foods Association.
The gathering, set for April 16-18
at the Tempe Mission Palms Hotel
and Conference Center, Tempe,
Ariz., features two retailer keynote
speakers: Rod Antolock, exec vp of
Harris Teeter, and J.K. Symancyk,
exec vp of Meijer.
Also on the agenda are presentations by: Brian Todd, president of
the Food Institute, Fair Lawn, N.J.;
Ken Harris, CEO of Kantar Retail,
Wilton, Conn.; Steve Horowitz,
chief technology officer, Coupons.
com Inc., Mountain View, Calif.; and
Todd Hale, senior vp-consumer &
shopper insights, Nielsen, New York.
For more information, call the
NFRA at 717-657-8601 or go to
www.nfraweb.org. n

BAKERY EXPO ADDS

DAIRY & DELI

F

ree admission is available to the newlyexpanded Atlantic Bakery Expo (www.abe2012.
com), set for March 18 and 19 (Sunday and
Monday) at the Atlantic City Convention Center in
Atlantic City, N.J.
The show, held every other year since 1978, has
drawn more than 6,500 retailers, foodservice operators and manufacturers the last five times it has been
held. This year, for the first time, the show is being
expanded to include deli, dairy, prepared foods and
salty snacks.
You can arrange for free admission by going to
the show’s website (www.abe2012) and entering the
discount code: 1004. To take advantage of this offer,
registrations must be completed by Feb. 17. Special
offers are also available for vendors in the newly-added
categories.
For more information, contact Howard Casper, show
manager, at 866-229-7333 or howard@abe2012.com n

UPFRONT

‘PREFERRED’

BROKER

DEBATE

CONTINUES
Delhaize America is going
forward with a program to allow
only its ‘preferred’ brokers to meet
with its category managers. It’s
caused quite a stir.
BY WARREN THAYER

with Delhaize, and was refused the
opportunity for a meeting. Subsequently, Advantage reportedly struck
a deal of some sort with one of the
“preferred brokers,” Program Sales,
Charlotte, N.C., so that it could, by
proxy, work with Delhaize.
There are reports that much of all
this was driven by Delhaize’s European bosses, who recently announced
cuts in its American store counts.
We’ll probably never know. At any
rate, the topic was taken up by my
pals at RetailWire.com, and if you go
to their site you can see all the comments, rather than just the excerpts
I’m posting here.

•

Sounds like the category captain
concept on steroids. Legality aside,
ast month, I wrote about
Delhaize America’s plan to estab- it will limit Delhaize’s access to best
practice thinking, as did category
lish a preferred broker network
captaincy. — Dr. Stephen Needel,
as of Jan. 1. In a nutshell, Delhaize
managing partner, Advanced
wants to allow only “preferred” broSimulations
kers (on a list it created) to meet
directly with its category managers.
If they want to formalize their preCalifornia-based Advantage Sales
ferred
broker list then it is because
& Marketing
they have found
didn’t make the
those brokers to
preferred list,
be the ones that
which got the
How likely are other retailers to start
know what Food
attention of many
insisting that manufacturers use
Lion wants and
in the industry
specific brokers?
are dedicated to
since it is such a
Very likely:
14%
providing best
large and estabSomewhat likely:
36%
price and best
lished brokerage.
Somewhat unlikely:
23%
service without
You can read
Very unlikely:
27%
wasting Food
some of the backLion’s time with
ground here by
junk
programs
and
gotcha
deals.
going to fdbuyer.com, and keying in
—
Ed
Dennis,
president,
Dennis
“Delhaize” in the little search box in
Enterprises
the upper right.

L

•

RetailWire Instant Poll

Based on the dozens of phone
calls and e-mails I’ve received, there’s
widespread buzzing about this
throughout the industry — wondering whether or not such a program
is legal, and how it will affect both
buyer-seller relationships and the
consumer.
Although things seem to change
from day to day, at this writing it
appears that the Delhaize program
is going forward. Lots of people told
me that Advantage’s top brass flew all
the way across the country to meet
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•

At least Delhaize is accepting
brokers where Walmart years ago
determined they would only buy
direct from the manufacturer… You
would think the industry has learned
that too much centralization fails
local market differences. — W. Frank
Dell II, CMC, president, Dellmart
& Company

•

Many specialty and niche suppliers, particularly smaller brands,
are represented by smaller, less
nationally known, regional reps and

brokers. — David Biernbaum, David
Biernbaum Associates

•

This may be clumsy at first, but
should the buyer really have to carve
out time to see dozens and dozens of
brokers when they need to be focused
on building an offering for their
guests? — Charlie Moro, president,
CFS Consulting Group

•

This is shooting yourself in the
foot. Brokers don’t carry competitive items. Limiting the number of
brokers that you deal with limits
the number of manufacturers that
you deal with. It is a decision from
someone who clearly is thinking that
power and price replace competitive
openness. If they are going to limited
assortment, perhaps this works, but
if they want to offer their customers
variety, they won’t find it. — Gene
Detroyer, entrepreneur, advisor,
consultant, professor, independent

•

This doesn’t feel like a win for the
customer. — Matthew Keylock,
senior vice president, new business
development and partnerships,
dunnhumbyUSA

•

I’m not sure there’s a clear answer.
Presumably, eliminating brokers will
eliminate brands, as some brands
may not be able to shift to new brokers due to competitive considerations… I can’t imagine that Delhaize
built the list in a vacuum — they
must have sat down the brokers and
squeezed them for various ‘accommodations,’ which may actually
translate into lower costs and lower
prices for consumers. — Ben Sprecher, founder and vp, marketing,
Incentive Targeting

•

From the outside, it looks like a
situation that is perfect to tie the
preferred brokers to Delhaize, making them very, very vulnerable to
Delhaize’s future whims. Will the
preferred brokers next be asked to pay
for their preferred access? Could be.
— James Kenderdine, professor of
marketing & supply chain management, University of Oklahoma n
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TOP
DAIRY

SKIM/LOWFAT MILK
Private Label
Hood Lactaid
Horizon Organic
Prairie Farms
Organic Valley
Dean’s
Hood
Garelick Farms
Stonyfield Farm
Kemps Select

$1,636,232,000
$1,084,306,000
$55,575,260
$50,472,010
$22,604,960
$20,809,150
$14,751,160
$12,949,950
$12,335,060
$12,116,410
$11,164,190

5.6
7.4
(1.7)
2.1
24.9
16.6
1.4
6.2
1.2
23.3
(2.9)

548,866,900
376,645,600
12,909,270
11,775,160
8,218,627
4,912,052
5,380,697
4,392,843
4,533,410
3,024,644
3,922,272

(5.0) 3,420,340,000
(4.6) 2,484,680,000
(7.7)
53,515,280
(3.0)
52,230,050
15.3
51,909,190
14.0
20,795,990
(9.2)
28,893,690
(3.2)
22,989,830
(7.1)
20,954,120
25.3
12,098,580
(6.9)
22,875,700

(4.9)
(4.6)
(6.3)
(3.0)
15.8
12.5
(5.9)
(4.6)
(9.3)
25.3
(10.0)

YOGURT
Chobani
Private Label
Yoplait Light
Yoplait Original
Dannon Light N Fit
Dannon Activia
Fage Total
Yoplait Go Gurt
Dannon Activia Light
Stonyfield Farm

$951,458,900
$151,434,900
$92,424,630
$80,021,840
$72,463,530
$52,053,550
$47,747,650
$40,067,620
$32,064,740
$24,801,480
$22,839,810

11.1
146.3
14.1
3.4
(6.9)
(9.7)
(9.5)
27.5
24.5
(5.0)
(19.6)

788,921,500
117,109,400
143,538,900
98,829,410
81,517,980
39,471,350
16,515,800
21,218,250
10,763,400
8,292,383
11,832,820

(2.4)
167.1
6.9
(18.7)
(22.9)
(37.4)
(12.7)
43.5
18.9
(13.7)
(32.1)

456,288,500
48,814,530
71,254,740
43,218,590
42,656,620
33,147,730
19,897,600
10,408,050
13,787,350
10,465,780
11,272,510

(0.2)
161.8
3.9
(10.6)
(12.3)
(14.9)
(13.0)
44.5
22.5
(7.5)
(19.2)

FRESH EGGS
Private Label
Eggland’s Best
Land O Lakes
Cal Maine Sunup
Rose Acre
4 Grain
Penn Dutch Farms
Hillandale Farms
Born Free
Farmhouse

$827,827,100
$565,320,100
$89,336,750
$12,800,210
$10,037,080
$7,495,891
$6,038,868
$5,727,337
$4,991,088
$4,164,819
$4,133,309

10.4
10.0
19.1
17.5
11.5
(37.0)
13.0
23.7
24.6
8.0
18.4

366,512,600
267,793,900
28,815,150
3,773,335
3,609,748
3,794,954
2,191,871
2,827,414
2,479,320
1,354,325
1,502,098

(1.1) 5,058,879,000
(2.1) 3,758,906,000
13.8
358,276,400
10.7
45,191,630
0.8
73,411,400
(43.3)
51,070,620
6.6
26,302,450
9.5
37,437,890
15.1
29,352,740
8.5
15,667,660
8.9
18,025,170

(0.7)
(1.4)
14.8
10.8
(1.3)
(44.8)
6.6
10.4
10.4
5.3
8.9

144.8%

NATURAL SHREDDED CHEESE
Private Label
Kraft
Sargento
Crystal Farms
Kraft Philadelphia
Borden
Sargento Chefstyle
Sargento Artisan Blends
Di Giorno
Tillamook

$710,205,700
$397,212,800
$120,539,500
$58,760,010
$29,724,290
$13,092,280
$12,577,480
$11,775,160
$9,292,927
$6,368,439
$5,596,555

12.8
13.7
8.5
10.8
14.0
155.0
25.1
(1.0)
(11.0)
(9.4)
(2.3)

244,544,600
138,181,900
41,963,060
19,914,190
11,326,350
4,746,580
5,117,645
3,713,083
3,219,904
1,401,844
1,609,769

2.3
1.1
0.3
1.7
10.4
117.8
18.0
(7.0)
(17.5)
(16.9)
(26.0)

146,554,600
91,090,190
21,214,890
10,528,060
6,255,032
2,411,566
2,608,926
2,151,428
1,308,514
570,012
923,609

1.7
0.9
(1.4)
1.3
8.2
121.3
17.9
(7.5)
(17.7)
(13.8)
(25.4)

-40.5%

NATURAL CHUNKS
Private Label
Kraft
Tillamook
Kraft Cracker Barrel
Cabot Vermont
Laughing Cow Mini Babybel
Crystal Farms
Belgioioso
President
Cacique Ranchero

$645,788,600
$249,679,200
$41,165,610
$39,881,760
$27,514,030
$22,625,190
$14,714,310
$14,511,030
$13,386,980
$11,753,970
$8,737,326

6.1
11.6
11.0
(0.5)
1.1
5.4
1.3
17.3
10.0
(2.5)
(3.6)

172,573,300
71,136,100
14,792,190
7,203,703
7,604,152
7,114,438
3,651,288
6,030,714
2,694,560
1,942,214
2,609,673

(2.4)
(0.0)
5.3
(16.8)
(6.8)
(8.4)
(1.9)
14.0
2.8
(8.9)
(3.1)

123,443,400
57,196,110
7,751,965
8,461,666
4,767,783
3,971,214
1,077,953
3,180,594
1,530,017
971,668
1,981,810

(3.9)
(1.0)
(0.7)
(21.8)
(6.8)
(8.4)
(1.7)
11.0
2.4
(7.5)
(3.0)

WHOLE MILK
Private Label
Horizon Organic
Hood Lactaid
Borden
Prairie Farms
Organic Valley
Tuscan Dairy Farms
Elmhurst Dairy
Hiland

$615,706,600
$411,589,500
$20,828,930
$13,138,480
$7,745,830
$7,219,534
$6,206,062
$6,062,939
$6,045,091
$5,642,127

5.5
5.5
4.8
3.3
25.8
29.2
30.6
(3.3)
133.1
(2.3)

202,934,400
138,845,000
4,695,497
2,807,863
2,469,892
2,534,457
1,456,028
2,172,635
2,213,637
1,968,517

(4.7) 1,248,219,000
(5.5)
906,922,600
(0.3)
21,680,590
(3.2)
12,905,330
25.4
12,287,530
19.0
14,863,660
27.1
6,280,197
(11.8)
10,590,590
89.8
11,901,040
(10.2)
10,567,230

(5.2)
(6.0)
(0.9)
(1.1)
15.6
17.6
26.3
(13.3)
135.8
(13.1)

BY BESSIE BOVINE

For the 12 weeks ended Dec.
25, supermarket sales of dairy
products rose 6.1% versus the
same period a year ago, topping
$12.35 billion, according to
Chicago-based market research
firm SymphonyIRI Group. Units
fell 2.3% to 4.86 billion, and volume was
down 4.3% to 37.95 billion. Percentage of
volume sold with merchandising support
slid 1.3 points to 39.4%.
For the 52 weeks ended Dec. 25, dairy
sales jumped 6.0% to $50.51 billion,
but units dipped 1.3% to 20.61 billion
and volume declined 2.6% to 167.10
billion. Percentage of volume sold with
merchandising support dropped 2.0 points
to 41.1%.
Our chart shows the largest frozen
department subcategories, including the
leading brands, for the 12 weeks ended Dec.
25, 2011. Data is for the brands as originally
trademarked and may not include line
extensions.

F A C T O I D S

Dollar gain by refrigerated dinner/sandwich rolls/croissants
(to $505,644), largest by a dairy
department subcategory with
at least $500,000 in sales during the most recent 12 weeks.
Private label (+202.6%) owns
more than 90% of the segment.

Dollar loss by refrigerated
grape juice (to $980,838), one of
two refrigerated juice subcategories to register a double-digit
loss during the most recent 12
weeks (refrigerated blended
fruit juice, down 17.0%, was the
other). Segment leader Welch’s
Healthy Start saw its sales tumble 46.9%, but No. 2, Tropicana,
posted a 35.9% gain.

3%

Percentage of pet owners who
admit they purchase Valentine’s
Day gifts for their pets.
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Merchandising Alternatives

Your Way

Our Way

The industry’s most extensive compendium of freezer and
cooler merchandising fixtures; label and sign holders; shelf
dividers; auto feed sales systems; shelf management systems; wire
and plastic trays; and bar, hook and bin merchandisers.
Literally everything you need for profitable refrigerated
retail except the cooler itself.
Catalog free by phone, fax, email or download.

An American Manufacturing Company

Note: Product photography is taken in, or simulates, a retail environment
and is not meant to imply endorsement by any brand or manufacturer.
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12.2

Distance in miles of Paul Revere’s
famous 1775 ride from Concord,
Mass., to Boston, a journey duplicated in 1986 by world recordholder Ashrita Furman — who
somersaulted the entire way. The
trip took more than 8,800 rolls and
nearly 11 hours to complete.

1

Number of top 10 dairy department
subcategories whose dollar sales
fell during the past 12 weeks. Only
refrigerated orange juice (-1.5%)
remained in the red. Subcategory
leader Tropicana Pure Premium
saw its sales plunge 12.1%, but even
perennial gainer Simply Orange
registered a 3.7% loss.

$7,144,899

Dollar sales racked up by newcomer
Slim Fast refrigerated milkshakes/
non-dairy drinks during the most
recent 12 weeks — one of the best
performances by a refrigerated
product in distribution less than one
year. Already the subcategory’s best
seller, the brand was the primary
driver behind the segment’s
65.2% gain.

40.8%

Dollar sales increase by private label
refrigerated flavored spreads, largest by a store brand refrigerated
product with at least $1 million in
sales during the past 12 weeks. But
it wasn’t even the biggest gainer
among the subcategory’s top 10: No.
8 Fountain of Health registered a
109.2% advance.

72.9%

Percentage of cream cheese brick
volume sold with merchandising
support during the 12 weeks ended
Dec. 25, highest among dairy department subcategories. Second highest
was another holiday baking staple:
refrigerated butter (69.2%).

1

Number of U.S. states that allow
motorists on toll roads to pay with
pennies. Perhaps it’s no surprise
that only Illinois, Abraham Lincoln’s
home state, accepts coins featuring
his countenance.
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ORANGE JUICE
Tropicana Pure Premium
Private Label
Simply Orange
Florida’s Natural
Minute Maid Premium
Minute Maid
Minute Maid Premium Kids Plus
Citrus World Donald Duck
Odwalla
Tree Ripe

$565,008,300
$161,131,900
$102,556,800
$99,856,360
$70,684,470
$56,774,900
$20,472,100
$5,855,562
$3,892,863
$3,107,868
$2,879,265

(1.5)
(12.1)
1.7
(3.7)
6.8
(2.4)
199.0
7.9
10.8
(7.3)
(21.6)

172,565,600
45,140,300
36,101,780
28,121,000
21,157,680
17,966,040
5,932,071
2,012,366
1,573,735
553,452
1,309,871

(7.1) 11,556,780,000
(17.5) 2,967,397,000
(6.0) 2,862,279,000
(7.4) 1,602,190,000
(3.0) 1,311,940,000
(6.6) 1,253,591,000
269.2
395,844,800
2.8
133,557,400
6.1
93,875,620
(4.4)
29,636,710
(37.1)
75,915,620

(8.3)
(17.2)
(7.5)
(9.9)
(3.3)
(8.3)
176.8
1.9
4.9
(7.7)
(37.1)

BUTTER
Private Label
Land O Lakes
Challenge Butter
Breakstone’s
Hotel Bar
Keller’s
Tillamook
Crystal Farms
Cabot
Darigold

$477,540,200
$245,834,000
$130,934,000
$21,983,540
$9,004,098
$7,529,468
$6,767,742
$6,763,038
$5,819,108
$5,586,664
$3,661,966

4.2
6.1
(0.7)
7.4
(3.5)
26.4
(5.8)
9.3
(3.5)
19.0
(13.8)

160,084,500
89,811,620
37,765,800
6,845,289
3,492,955
3,078,201
2,457,677
1,894,046
1,879,889
1,671,087
1,230,638

3.3
6.2
(4.7)
3.2
(1.5)
24.3
(6.3)
4.5
(1.9)
24.4
(13.6)

152,360,300
87,828,940
35,036,120
6,304,667
2,128,664
2,990,550
2,414,318
1,894,046
1,829,681
1,670,426
1,210,355

3.2
6.5
(6.8)
3.9
0.2
25.5
(6.1)
4.5
(1.5)
24.5
(13.8)

MARGARINE/SPREADS/BUTTER BLENDS
I Can’t Believe It’s Not Butter
Shedd’s Country Crock
Land O Lakes
Blue Bonnet
Smart Balance
Private Label
Shedd’s Country Crock Plus
Imperial
I Can’t Believe It’s Not Butter Light
Parkay

$353,059,900
$52,363,090
$39,313,010
$32,940,810
$31,858,280
$30,269,400
$26,599,130
$20,617,270
$16,900,340
$14,552,040
$13,163,550

8.5
3.7
7.2
12.8
22.5
7.0
16.3
10.8
17.7
(0.6)
2.2

162,425,800
16,238,090
12,927,750
13,069,900
27,487,330
9,085,583
17,085,420
6,472,713
16,847,000
4,762,033
6,607,307

(6.5)
(10.3)
(8.8)
(5.0)
(2.5)
(4.8)
0.2
(9.0)
0.2
(14.3)
(17.4)

196,763,200
16,832,380
25,278,210
9,602,446
31,901,270
9,784,371
25,732,710
13,834,200
17,777,720
4,844,036
7,255,984

(6.3)
(12.0)
(12.8)
(4.9)
0.3
(5.4)
2.5
(9.5)
2.6
(14.0)
(15.2)

COFFEE CREAMER
$303,215,400
Nestlé Coffee Mate
$166,378,700
International Delight
$56,343,860
Private Label
$24,022,560
Bailey’s
$16,461,670
Nestlé Coffee Mate Carb Select
$15,814,240
International Delight Coffee House Inspirations $14,382,470
Silk
$3,362,093
Mocha Mix
$2,786,770
Hood Country Creamer
$928,196
La Crème
$649,782

13.5
7.2
14.2
37.2
129.0
2.9
3.4
2.9
(10.8)
(4.3)
9,851.1

110,087,400
4.3
56,350,650
(2.5)
21,635,430
6.6
9,582,791
25.5
7,560,122
112.0
4,530,068
(4.6)
6,391,970 (17.0)
1,485,439
(4.8)
751,692 (21.4)
565,820 (11.2)
275,389 4,307.9

175,465,900
5.2
91,210,090
(2.5)
33,932,400
8.1
18,013,590
29.3
8,436,592 111.1
9,060,135
(4.6)
8,100,477
5.2
1,755,925
(2.7)
2,145,219 (19.3)
1,131,639 (11.2)
275,389 4,307.9

PROCESSED/IMITATION CHEESE-SLICES
Private Label
Kraft Singles
Kraft Deli Deluxe
Kraft
Borden
Kraft Velveeta
Crystal Farms
Land O Lakes
Galaxy Nutritional Foods Veggie
Borden Sandwich Mate

$290,338,900
$95,004,020
$90,349,940
$23,789,450
$21,924,230
$15,820,050
$10,595,410
$6,501,920
$3,274,168
$2,961,332
$2,181,219

5.0
5.8
(16.3)
(5.1)
7,041.0
14.1
0.8
25.3
9.9
(6.0)
13.1

96,797,690
(3.3)
36,773,240
(3.4)
26,111,880 (28.5)
4,655,579 (13.5)
7,669,528 31,542.6
5,940,933
3.9
2,380,945
(7.1)
2,275,867
18.1
728,500
4.3
855,221
(9.6)
2,109,394
11.8

77,962,160
(3.1)
29,926,570
(3.2)
22,156,690 (26.3)
3,998,114 (10.8)
6,015,586 5,752.0
4,681,597
3.8
1,956,685
(7.1)
1,877,718
16.0
470,396
9.0
390,237
(9.6)
1,094,792
10.6

FLAVORED MILK/EGGNOG/BUTTERMILK
Private Label
Hood
Prairie Farms
Horizon Organic
Nestlé Nesquik
Dean’s
Darigold
Hiland
Kemps
Kemps Select

$240,899,100
$83,350,620
$9,891,816
$6,220,949
$4,867,776
$4,557,400
$4,407,007
$3,929,561
$3,250,442
$3,010,702
$2,426,531

(1.4)
2.8
(7.5)
25.6
1.9
(58.9)
(45.7)
(6.0)
(12.0)
(3.1)
(2.0)

96,261,580
35,061,060
2,978,041
2,898,981
1,165,159
2,426,622
1,760,341
1,623,297
1,422,419
1,489,175
1,071,065

(10.2)
(5.6)
(10.5)
20.6
(4.1)
(67.1)
(53.6)
(8.8)
(24.6)
(12.3)
(8.7)

297,736,100
131,508,500
7,811,411
8,709,354
3,897,472
2,992,228
4,450,705
3,598,205
4,098,773
4,071,924
5,433,272

(7.7)
(6.7)
(11.7)
13.6
(2.4)
(62.8)
(56.4)
(11.2)
(20.6)
(14.5)
(6.7)

Consider it a niche product…
for 50 million baby boomers.
A huge consumer category wants to stay active
and healthy. New Very Cherre offers loads of
natural health and antioxidant benefits with
100% pure tart cherry juice and blends. All
natural, with no added sugar, it’s a delicious
fit with healthy market trends. So scratch
that niche — from today’s hottest superfruit
juice blends, to reduced-sugar juice drinks, to
frozen juice concentrates, Old Orchard hits the
sweet spot. Contact your rep today for product
samples, pricing, and a tailored proposal.

oldorchard.com • verycherre.com
info@oldorchard.com • 616-887-1745
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TOP
FROZEN

BY PETER PENGUIN
Supermarket frozen food sales for
the 12 weeks ended Dec. 25 rose
2.1% compared with the same
period a year ago, surpassing $7.31
billion, according to Chicagobased market research firm
SymphonyIRI Group. Units fell 3.3%
to 2.35 billion, and volume tumbled 3.6%
to 3.12 billion. Percentage of volume sold
with merchandising support slid 0.5 points
to 46.1%.
For the 52 weeks ended Dec. 25,
sales were up 2.3% to $32.50 billion,
but units dropped 1.8% to 10.59 billion.
Volume was down 2.4% to 14.48 billion,
while percentage of volume sold with
merchandising support shrunk 0.6 points
to 46.5%.
Our chart shows the largest frozen
department subcategories, including the
leading brands, for the 12 weeks ended
Dec. 25, 2011. Data is for the brands as
originally trademarked and may not
include line extensions.

F A C T O I D S

54.4%

Dollar gain by frozen soup (to
$11,252,400), largest by a frozen
department subcategory with at
least $1 million in sales during the
past 12 weeks. Newcomer Bertolli
Meal Soups, one the five best performers among frozen products
in distribution less than a year,
drove the advance — and grabbed
the No. 1 spot from Tabatchnick.

1

Number of frozen vegetable subcategories that posted a dollar
sales loss during the most recent
12 weeks. Only frozen squash/
zucchini (-3.5%) saw sales fall.

123.3%

Dollar gain by private label frozen dips (to $255,003), largest
by a store brand frozen with at
least $250,000 in sales during the
past 12 weeks. However, it’s still
a distant second to subcategory
leader T.G.I. Friday’s, whose 9.2%
loss kept sales for the segment as
a whole flat.
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ICE CREAM
Private Label
Breyer’s
Blue Bell
Dreyer’s/Edy’s Slowchurned
Häagen-Dazs
Ben & Jerry’s
Turkey Hill
Dreyer’s/Edy’s Grand
Wells’ Blue Bunny
Dreyer’s/Edy’s Fun Flavors

$808,704,400
$210,007,500
$77,105,130
$65,229,080
$56,644,630
$49,116,640
$42,749,760
$31,585,420
$28,753,610
$26,550,820
$21,621,600

7.7 219,016,800 (2.5) 685,026,900
17.3 64,100,360
9.1 249,764,200
(2.0) 19,585,770 (16.6) 58,608,590
13.2 15,746,260
7.1 48,511,740
(5.1) 14,435,920 (19.1) 43,307,770
3.8 11,168,680 (8.7) 11,568,390
13.6 10,478,310 (2.1) 10,537,940
19.3 10,501,550
7.6 31,077,420
(2.5)
7,609,125 (17.4) 22,745,410
9.9
6,087,143 (0.3) 24,001,490
(23.3)
5,730,012 (33.1) 17,190,040

(2.2)
6.8
(16.6)
5.4
(19.1)
(5.4)
(2.0)
8.5
(17.1)
(2.3)
(33.1)

SINGLE-SERVE DINNERS/ENTREES $701,767,000 (0.5) 316,996,000 (4.1) 202,647,100
For brand-level data, see our story on frozen dinners and entrees in this issue.

(3.7)

PIZZA
Di Giorno
Private Label
Red Baron
Tombstone
Totino’s Party Pizza
Jack’s Original
California Pizza Kitchen
Freschetta
Tony’s
Stouffer’s

$656,493,400
$149,057,900
$74,580,700
$52,931,150
$52,164,520
$37,184,300
$27,034,020
$25,094,140
$24,978,360
$21,246,200
$18,039,870

(1.5) 205,514,100
4.6 26,072,060
20.7 28,831,180
(12.4) 12,884,460
(11.6) 14,356,530
5.9 27,486,830
(2.6)
9,101,666
(23.3)
4,665,681
(30.8)
4,561,498
(19.3) 10,276,960
5.5
6,215,504

(5.7) 199,164,200
(1.7) 40,818,480
14.5 27,512,880
(20.7) 15,802,900
(18.8) 19,719,080
(1.3) 17,918,680
(10.3) 9,718,852
(27.6) 3,468,689
(33.4) 6,195,437
(23.2) 7,911,285
2.0 4,660,304

(7.2)
(0.8)
12.6
(18.8)
(18.2)
(1.4)
(10.4)
(25.7)
(35.4)
(29.9)
1.7

NOVELTIES
Private Label
The Skinny Cow
Weight Watchers
Dreyer’s/Edy’s
Nestlé Drumstick
Klondike
Häagen-Dazs
Popsicle
Blue Bell
Magnum

$408,755,800
$55,867,340
$29,247,020
$27,535,780
$24,175,480
$23,580,580
$18,767,420
$17,762,510
$12,668,830
$12,466,760
$6,867,508

3.5 130,955,100 (2.1) 164,014,700 (1.8)
2.7 21,452,240
0.9 39,162,180
1.5
(5.2)
7,213,596 (15.2) 7,423,711 (9.3)
(7.9)
5,922,847 (10.7) 6,716,260 (18.0)
2.3
5,698,723 (2.8) 6,308,384 (4.6)
0.3
4,707,268 (9.6) 8,096,551 (3.8)
22.0
5,337,420
10.0 8,665,211
8.6
2.3
9,068,855 (11.1) 2,825,905 (7.3)
4.6
3,415,864 (0.8) 6,620,815 (5.9)
11.0
3,267,551
0.3 6,650,524 (3.2)
*
1,863,174
* 1,149,815
*

PROCESSED CHICKEN/CHCKN SUBST
Tyson
Private Label
Banquet
Tyson Anytizers
Perdue
Perdue Short Cuts
Foster Farms
Fast Fixin’
Tyson Grilled & Ready
Redi Serve

$374,786,600
$84,966,050
$65,995,250
$38,312,920
$36,645,430
$34,323,790
$14,076,120
$11,716,180
$10,543,750
$9,747,802
$9,065,809

(1.3) 71,171,460 (2.7) 96,456,440 (1.6)
(10.5) 13,788,130 (14.4) 21,298,550 (6.5)
2.0 11,307,230
2.0 18,282,230
1.5
(0.5)
7,558,759 (0.6) 11,531,960 (0.2)
(9.6)
5,695,116 (9.9) 8,520,305 (3.4)
1.0
6,650,443 (3.2) 9,715,570
1.3
(2.0)
3,325,610 (6.8) 1,826,920 (5.2)
2.8
1,852,424 (2.7) 2,451,526
3.1
(28.4)
2,201,840 (29.8) 4,082,812 (27.0)
*
2,172,796
* 1,471,622
*
(16.1)
3,439,400 (26.2) 3,771,284 (16.3)

MULTI-SERVE DINNERS/ENTREES $306,356,500 (7.2) 50,667,380 (14.2) 103,900,800 (11.8)
For brand-level data, see our story on frozen dinners and entrees in this issue.
CHICKEN/CHICKEN SUBSTITUTES $300,367,600
Private Label
$106,523,400
Tyson
$23,949,250
Gold N Plump
$19,105,410
Perdue Perfect Portions
$14,210,230
Perdue
$13,386,510
Barber Foods
$12,155,780
T.G.I. Friday’s
$11,236,010
Pilgrim’s Pride
$7,622,333
Perdue Tender & Tasty
$5,005,364
Gold Leaf
$4,495,764

4.9 54,285,560
5.1 161,050,000 (1.1)
(2.2) 17,638,030 (0.5) 68,282,770 (5.0)
(2.3)
3,672,265 (1.2) 9,212,208 (1.8)
(6.7)
3,386,543 (13.5) 6,873,944 (16.4)
3.0
1,838,452
3.7 2,757,678
3.7
23.1
4,123,006
21.1 4,733,935 19.5
13.0
2,484,772
18.2 2,081,485
9.9
4.0
2,279,905 (4.9) 2,000,975 (4.3)
25.2
1,099,492
29.1 3,543,224 43.1
48.2
703,454
58.3 2,536,175 53.2
25.2
682,378
9.9 6,823,783
9.9

SHRIMP
$280,726,000 (2.4) 30,054,920 (10.7) 36,054,690 (12.9)
For brand-level data, see our story on frozen seafood in this issue.
HANDHELD ENTREES (NON-BREAKFAST) $278,926,000
Hot Pockets
$74,288,590

0.3 114,081,900
2.7 26,428,930

(5.3) 84,236,960
(8.4) 19,828,130

0.1
1.4

THE DATABANK

3

Total number of baths taken (all
reluctantly) by French King Louis
XIV during his 76 years on earth.
He reportedly masked his odor
with large amounts of perfume.

82.5%

Percentage of frozen pie volume
sold with merchandising support
during the 12 weeks ended Dec.
25, highest in the frozen department. A complementary product,
frozen whipped topping, was
second highest at 67.2%.

3,000

Average number of calories consumed by a Super Bowl viewer
on game day — more than any
other day of the year except
Thanksgiving. (It’s no wonder
antacid sales spike 20% the
day after.)

$6,867,508

Dollar sales amassed by Unilever’s
Magnum brand frozen novelties,
one of the best performances
by a frozen food on the shelves
less than a year. It debuted at
No. 10 on the list of top-selling
frozen novelty brands and
helped drive a 3.5% gain in total
subcategory sales.

10.4%

Dollar gain by frozen sausage, the
largest frozen department subcategory ($67,687,960) to register
a double-digit advance during
the most recent 12 weeks. The
segment’s second- and third-best
sellers, Jimmy Dean (+53.8%) and
private label (+36.8%), led a long
list of expanding brands.

1

Number of products promoted by
Elvis Presley during his lifetime.
The King made a radio commercial for Southern Made Donuts
that aired during “Louisiana
Hayride” on Nov. 6, 1954.
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El Monterey
Lean Pockets
White Castle
State Fair
Smucker’s Uncrustables
Foster Farms
Private Label
Stouffer’s Corner Bistro
Amy’s

$25,428,210
$22,016,950
$14,507,030
$13,882,880
$10,236,260
$9,854,172
$9,507,773
$7,946,957
$7,695,000

PLAIN POTATOES/FRIES/HASHBROWNS $239,865,400
Private Label
$83,130,130
Ore-Ida
$51,310,120
Ore-Ida Golden Crinkles
$15,020,880
Alexia
$12,687,920
Ore-Ida Tater Tots
$11,184,850
Ore-Ida Fast Food Fries
$5,298,227
Ore-Ida Golden Fries
$5,127,520
McCain
$4,965,559
Ore-Ida Crispers
$3,750,180
Ore-Ida Zesties
$3,715,379

12.5
(13.8)
4.7
12.3
28.7
(2.4)
20.4
(46.0)
13.0

8,307,790
2.9
9,501,052 (17.7)
2,676,270 (4.5)
2,445,691
5.6
2,628,965
16.1
1,672,099 (9.4)
4,813,842
43.2
2,870,168 (49.2)
2,870,499
11.0

14,371,640 12.8
5,561,395 (16.5)
2,313,333 (0.3)
4,070,810
4.0
1,782,862 24.7
4,107,312 (7.4)
3,056,702 16.7
1,192,394 (50.0)
1,035,092 11.8

3.2 84,980,830 (3.0) 158,971,100
13.6 33,037,100
7.9 70,106,040
(4.5) 15,877,370 (15.6) 27,350,600
(9.4)
4,188,605 (16.3) 9,674,662
46.6
3,458,849
34.9 4,220,981
2.4
3,291,637 (5.7) 6,981,779
(19.3)
1,494,201 (26.3) 2,752,055
(0.6)
1,528,297 (8.2) 3,231,310
4.6
1,734,624 (1.3) 2,673,310
(5.3)
1,149,620 (11.7) 1,437,025
(13.0)
1,162,712 (18.8) 2,325,424

FISH/SEAFOOD
$239,097,500
3.6 40,885,380
For brand-level data, see our story on frozen seafood in this issue.

(2.8) 46,834,090

(1.6)

APPETIZERS/SNACK ROLLS
Totino’s Pizza Rolls
T.G.I. Friday’s
Private Label
Bagel Bites
José Olé
Farm Rich
El Monterey
Delimex
Chungs
Stouffer’s Lean Cuisine

$230,166,400
5.4 61,093,140
1.8 59,179,710
$55,715,400
4.2 17,677,690 (1.7) 19,832,940
$23,838,520
(9.2)
4,878,311 (19.2) 4,170,387
$21,228,390
9.0
5,855,672
4.3 5,465,241
$15,268,250 (12.4)
4,482,409 (12.4) 3,102,244
$13,335,810 (11.8)
2,576,383 (20.2) 3,484,646
$11,496,500
21.5
1,965,622
14.5 3,066,632
$10,203,810
30.4
1,821,980
37.4 2,669,179
$8,807,964
40.0
1,378,021
42.4 2,692,198
$6,141,136
(5.1)
1,918,347 (10.1) 1,487,302
$5,891,666 32,166.2
2,013,536 35,873.1 1,006,768

5.0
4.9
(12.8)
2.9
(14.3)
(19.8)
17.1
33.5
35.7
(8.3)
35,873.1

MEAT (NO POULTRY)
Private Label
Bubba Burger
Steak Umm
Armour
Rosina
Cooked Perfect
Mama Lucia
Philly Gourmet
Moran
Flander’s

$163,936,800
$40,612,140
$9,409,063
$9,047,220
$7,595,876
$6,698,322
$5,867,119
$5,117,213
$4,553,689
$3,404,286
$2,537,213

0.2 27,118,950 (2.2) 54,595,310 (7.1)
9.7
6,260,341
10.0 12,872,080
3.7
5.9
864,604 (9.2) 1,808,075 (9.3)
10.5
1,623,970
3.7 1,649,800 (0.1)
3.1
2,069,887
13.7 2,530,214 (4.8)
(16.2)
988,385 (17.8) 1,828,782 (18.0)
26.2
1,098,504
39.7 1,859,657 18.4
(10.4)
1,221,609 (11.9) 1,590,550 (20.1)
1.6
730,673 (0.9) 1,071,667 (10.8)
(17.5)
740,635 (11.6) 1,002,613 (18.0)
16.5
356,127
18.1 1,247,037
0.5

TURKEY/TURKEY SUBSTITUTE $151,212,600
Jennie-O Turkey Store
$46,654,210
Private Label
$22,177,890
Shady Brook Farms
$20,713,480
Jennie-O
$12,107,840
Butterball
$11,883,080
Foster Farms
$9,397,448
Honeysuckle White
$8,740,466
Perdue
$5,349,654
Zacky Farms
$2,705,894
Plainville Farms
$2,599,576

6.6 31,648,620 (2.7) 45,454,420 (3.4)
21.3
9,381,050
14.6 12,061,470 13.9
3.9
5,368,618 (3.9) 7,889,755 (1.6)
(10.7)
3,846,549 (23.6) 5,985,126 (23.7)
23.9
2,232,104
13.9 4,535,877 14.3
35.2
1,433,626
32.7 3,491,724 26.0
4.2
1,950,064 (1.9) 2,459,240 (1.6)
(48.8)
1,932,349 (55.9) 2,901,044 (54.9)
38.9
1,744,863
27.5 1,820,522 27.8
32.8
667,117
18.5
994,545 13.2
17.7
580,120
13.7
580,120 13.8

PIES
Marie Callender’s
Mrs. Smith’s
Sara Lee
Edwards
Claim Jumper
Edwards Singles
Banquet
Private Label

6.8 35,278,350 (3.0) 63,841,280 (2.2)
44.2
8,928,432
58.3 19,224,740 43.0
(10.3)
7,634,282 (18.7) 15,831,660 (18.3)
(9.1)
5,622,762 (20.8) 12,558,150 (21.4)
9.7
3,966,520
7.7 7,488,039
5.9
13.6
1,125,919
9.5 2,781,556
9.8
(5.5)
1,883,926 (4.7)
641,265 (11.7)
(19.7)
4,166,168 (22.6) 1,822,698 (22.6)
0.1
661,311 (5.7) 1,070,357 (4.7)

$144,855,700
$44,594,190
$28,520,900
$23,283,810
$23,204,500
$6,562,786
$4,917,217
$3,533,853
$2,931,544

*Number is either not available, or very high, indicative of a recent launch working off a small base.
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(3.6)
7.1
(17.3)
(15.8)
40.4
(5.3)
(26.2)
(7.2)
2.1
(11.7)
(18.8)

The Taste of the Good Life
The largest producer of premium European desserts
brings Delizza European-style pastries to the U.S.
Prepared from an original Belgium recipe,
Delizza Patisserie pastries are enormously
popular with consumers. Backed by a
strong coupon marketing effort, along
with aggressive Trade promotions,
new packaging and web site,
Delizza is sure to help drive
your sales and profits.

Join the good life with
Delizza Patisserie!
www.delizza.us

Delizza Patisserie, 6610 Corporation Parkway, Battleboro, NC 27809, 252-442-0270
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Safeway

Busy at Work!

In a tough economy, Safeway is holding its own.
BY WARREN THAYER

T

here’s no moss growing under Safeway’s feet. The
Pleasanton, Calif.-based chain is revamping and
growing its private label program, testing out a
“Just for U” (Google it for info) savings program for
customers, expanding the size of its frozen and dairy
departments, continuing its Lifestyle remodels and
tweaking SKU counts and brand variety.
Whether you agree with some of those initiatives or
not, the whirlwind of activity is a good sign to me. It’s
also been a good sign for Wall Street’s analysts who, for
whatever it’s worth, have been kinder to the stock of late.

‘SOCIAL SAFEWAY’
Last month, I spent some time walking Safeway stores
in the Washington, D.C. area, including the Georgetown
“Social Safeway,” where people supposedly meet and occasionally fall in love alongside the frozen pizza. I didn’t
make that up, and
neither did Safeway.
It happens that the
local legend is so
firmly rooted that
Safeway itself also
began calling the
store by that name.
Okay, it’s a gorgeous store. Even
better, Safeway let
me take pictures
inside, although
there was no interview granted. (Sigh.
I think my questions about margins, strategy and
competitive tactics
The ‘Social Safeway’ also promotes a list of
scared them away.)
store events throughout the month. The list
It’s my custom
I saw included 11 events over three weeks’
to
bring
myself
time, including samplings, sushi and sauce
back
to
Earth
after
demos, floral demos and a D.C. Fire & EMS
such happy tours by
Wellness and Safety Fair.
interviewing people
who are much smarter than I am, so I called Don Stuart,
president of Kantar Retail, Wilton, Conn.
Don wasn’t a complete wet blanket, but he did point
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out that Safeway’s 2011 sales
were up by only about 2%, and
that growth was driven by
things like higher-price fuel
sales, inflation in general, and
the favorable Canadian exchange rate.
Over the next few years, he
projects “more of the same, including a flat store count around
1,675. The Lifestyle format is
still their lifeblood but it is a difficult balance between a more
premium image and low prices.”
Opportunities for Safeway include building on its
successful private label program, and leveraging the
increasing number of quick trips to drive bigger rings
on impulse sales, he told me.
Barring any interviews, my next step was to ask a
gazillion people for their thoughts on what Safeway does
well, and where it could improve.

What Safeway Does Well
Openness to Ideas

Safeway is always open to new ideas, says Bobby Ray, vp
of retail and private brands at Ontario, Calif.-based Haliburton International Foods. He recalls a speech given
by Joe Ennen, Safeway’s senior vp of consumer brands,
this past spring. “‘We want to be a special place’ and ‘we
want new ideas’ were among the quotes I noted down at
the time,“ Ray says. Later, when he was visiting with a
Safeway category director and started quoting what Ennen had said, Ray recalls that the category director said
“No need to quote him. We know it by heart.” During
the Private Label Manufacturers Association convention
in Chicago last November, Ray served on a roundtable
discussion with Ennen and “It is good to hear he is still
singing from the same songbook.”

Natural/Organic
There’s unanimous recognition of Safeway’s leadership
here — in variety, merchandising and private label. And
some say the chain is still improving.
— Safeway has made significant strides in integrating
natural food offerings within conventional sets, accord-

Promotion
There is consistent
praise for Safeway’s promotion execution.
— According to one
vendor, “It develops
promotions around complete meals, such as ‘buy
an entrée and receive X
off a snack or dessert.’ It
also actively seeks new
promotional ideas and
tests a variety of promotional vehicles, such as
three-day sales and mixand-match events.”

‘Beautiful Stores’
One frozen food executive says Safeway’s stores
in the West “are beautiful — hardwood floors in
the produce and bakery/
deli areas, great produce,
nice wine selection —
well laid-out.” Says a
dairy vendor, “Remodels have created
Safeway uses subdued lighting and warm tones to add to the experience at the Georgetown
(Washington, D.C.) ‘Social Safeway.’ I liked how they had a door for each variety of milk, and
very attractive stores.”
secondary displays for juice, eggs, yogurt and spreads.
Safeway has been expanding its
frozen and dairy departments in reing to Sanjog Sikand, sales and marketing, Sukhi's Gourmodels, according to Bob Shelton, principal at Glendale,
met Indian Foods, Hayward, Calif.
Ariz.-based Shelton Professional Consulting. Shelton reShe adds that “Safeway’s recent decision to change
tired as the senior vp/general manager of home care/GMdistribution to UNFI has opened up natural products to
HBC at Safeway in 2010, after 35 years with the company.
their sets with price points that enable them to compete
“Safeway always paid close attention to the outstandwith the likes of Whole Foods. Previously, products such
ing per-linear-foot sales that the frozen and dairy sections
as Amy's were always priced at much higher price points
provide — producing three to four times the profitability
and the sets seemed isolated from other mainstream
of center store, and often with high dollar ring,” he says.
“The Lifestyle format has always worked well with those
departments, which help brand the shopping experience
at Safeway.”
Although the recession has slowed growth, Shelton
notes, about 80% of all Safeway stores have been remodeled over the past five years. He sees Safeway faring well
as the economy improves, considering its fresh remodels,
good locations and merchandising skills.

Packaging

Shelf talkers call out nutritional benefits of many items. Minute
Maid orange juice has shelf talkers for ‘200 calories or less per
serving,’ ‘100% juice,’ and ‘good source of vitamin C.’

products. Today, the integration has been done very well;
placement of all natural items are right there with conventional choices at the right prices.”

Observers generally speak very highly of Safeway’s private
label packaging. Says one vendor, “Safeway has done a
great job with private label packaging in the dairy category — some of the best in the industry.

Variety
Until recently, I’d been hearing plenty of complaints
about too much stress on private label and not enough on
branded variety. But observers say there is improvement
in this area.
JAN/FEB 2012
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Where Safeway
Could Improve
Pricing

Observers agree that Safeway’s prices
are higher than most of its competitors. One vendor tells me he thinks
margins average above 50%, but I
think he might have been joshing.
Here are a couple responses from
vendors…
— “Safeway changed from highlow pricing to EDLP. We took all our
promotion dollars and put them into
price, which we told them wouldn’t
work, based on what we’ve seen from
other major retailers, such as Hannaford. The Safeway stores are now a
sea of yellow tags, which is confusing
to the consumer. As expected their
volume declined. Then, they said that
we could put promotions on top of
the EDLP price, which means that
we would have to spend incremental
trade dollars to help make up for
their lost business.”
— “Safeway has uncompetitive
pricing, especially in Texas and to
a lesser degree in Chicago. Even in
core Western markets, the pricing

isn't very competitive, especially with
the influx of clubs, discounters and
dollar stores. The pricing eliminates
the advantage of attractive stores,
although some weaker competitors
are also priced high and don't have
the nice stores that Safeway has, so
they are even less able to get customers to pay the high price. If customers only want to shop one store (vs.
many other cheaper options) and
aren't price conscious, Safeway will
win against these other high-priced
traditional operators.”

plained of flying out with senior
management for appointments —
more than once — and having the
buyer not show up. Ouch.

Communication
Most vendors interviewed say that
Safeway could improve on timely
communication. (See the comments from a private label vendor
on page 35.) Most of the complaints
are about scheduled (or non-scheduled) reviews, and promotions.

Buyer Turnover
I’ve been hearing this same complaint about every retailer for
nearly 30 years. Buyers get changed
like undershirts, and it’s impossible to get an appointment. What
else is new? But one vendor com-

These little plastic shelves for cross-merchandising things like tartar sauce with seafood really pay
off. I’d been a skeptic once, but it’s clear that they
work — at least if the displayed product is right.

Grab & Go Foods
One observer believes Safeway
would do well to add more natural/
organic and ethnic items to its “heat
and eat” offerings in the prepared
foods and deli areas. He says Safeway skews its variety too heavily
into traditional meat and potato
offerings, and is missing an opportunity to differentiate.

‘Getting Murdered’

Near the store entrance, you can buy hot soup for eating right away. If you like it,
you can pick up some to bring home, from the refrigerated display. Right behind
the soups, there’s a ‘meals to go’ section.
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“I don’t think they do anything well,”
says David J. Livingston, of DJL
Research, Waukesha, Wis., who plays
the role of the Grinch in this story.
“Their divisions in Philly, Texas,
and Chicago are getting murdered.
Walmart is spanking them now in
Canada. In most markets where they
operate they continue to perform
about 20-25% below market average
in sales per square foot — except in
their home base of Northern California where they have the home field
advantage.
“For the most part they are still
the plain vanilla grocery store. Plain
vanilla looks a lot nicer than it used
to be but even as Safeway has remodeled, so has their competition. I
don't see Safeway growing, improving or taking business away from
anyone other than by default when
Walmart runs one of their competitors out of town.” n

Furlani is proudly
SQF level 3 Certified

Innovative Premium
Branded Products,
Value-Priced
Private Label
Quality Superior to
Leading Brands

Premium
Value-Added
Baking is Our
Formula for Success

www.furlanis.com • 1-877-317-7146
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WHY THEY SHOP

for the national average. Safeway
that some of the tougher grading on
shoppers skew a little older and have Safeway may be because the folks
higher incomes than the average:
in California seem harder to please
Walmart, $45,428; Kroger, $52,004;
than in other parts of the country.
national average, $54,538; and SafeNet Promoter scores for all Califorway,
$64,517.
Consumer data from BIGinsight
How likely is it that you would recommend this store for
Within the past
shows how shoppers perceive
groceries to a friend or colleague?
90
days,
Safeway
Safeway versus Kroger, Walmart
shoppers
said
and the national average.
Type
Avg. of Adults 18+ Safeway
Kroger
Walmart
they also visited:
Detractors
20.3%
21.8%
14.4%
23.9%
ocation, price and selection
Walmart (37.3%);
Passives
28.1%
34.5%
29.0%
26.9%
are the three top reasons shopPromoters
51.6%
43.7%
56.5%
49.2%
Costco (36.1%);
pers choose to buy their groNet Promoter Score*
31.3%
21.9%
42.1%
25.3%
Target (25.4%);
ceries at Safeway, according to last
Trader Joe’s (24.6%);
Net Promoter, NPS and Net Promoter Score are trademarks of
August’s Consumer Intentions and
Satmetrix Systems, Inc., Bain & Company, and Fred Reichheld
Albertson’s (18.9%)
Actions Survey (CIA), put out by
and Fred Meyer
BIGinsight (www.biginsight.com),
(13.2%). Kroger shoppers reported
nia grocers fall below the national
Worthington, Ohio.
visiting six other retailers in the dou- average, with the exception of Trader
The chain scored well above
ble digits: Walmart (62.6%); Sam’s
Joe’s and WINCO, he adds.
average for top reasons shopped in
“Safeway shows up with higher Net
Club (21.6%); Target (19.8%); Meijer
several departments, including bakPromoter Scores with California shop(19.0%); Aldi (16.3%) and Publix
ery, produce, meat/seafood, organic/
pers than in other areas of the coun(12.2%). Walmart shoppers reported
whole foods and prepared meals.
try, and certainly higher than how
also visiting Sam’s Club (22.4%);
Significantly above-average scores
California consumers rate grocery
Target (20.6%); Kroger (19.8%); Aldi
were also recorded for Safeway’s fuel/ (12.2%); Costco (10.4%) and Albertstores overall,” Saunders explains.
gas rewards, frequent shopper card,
Dan Raftery, president of Raftery
son’s (10.2%).
knowledgeable employees, store apResource Network, Antioch, Ill., says
Roger Saunders, managing direcpearance, and store layout.
that Safeway has a clear advantage
tor of Prosper Companies, notes
Our chart offers a
with its produce
comparison of Safeway,
department, and
Kroger and Walmart as
should work to put
compared to national
its other departaverages. Those national
ments on the same
Responses by shoppers of different chains, asked why they buy
their groceries where they do. Tinted numbers show where Safeway
averages are based on
level, to gain a halo
scores above average.
a CIA survey of 8,632
effect around the
adults, providing a marperimeter.
GENERAL
Avg of Adults 18+ Safeway
Kroger Walmart
Price
73.1%
68.4%
74.7%
91.2%
gin of error of +/- 1.1%.
He believes
Selection
54.9%
59.1%
67.0%
58.2%
Here’s a breakout of the
Safeway’s Net
Location
70.5%
86.3%
81.4%
69.0%
number of survey rePromoter Score is
Quality
45.5%
52.7%
55.0%
32.2%
spondents who chose difhurt because most
Service
26.5%
34.7%
31.6%
16.6%
ferent stores as their firstAdvertising
12.6%
15.8%
16.1%
7.7%
shoppers choose
One-Stop Shopping
30.7%
24.8%
25.5%
57.1%
choice grocery retailer:
Safeway because
Safeway, 277; Kroger, 617;
it is near to them.
DEPARTMENTS
Walmart, 1,770.
Bakery
15.7%
18.8%
15.0%
15.8%
These shoppers
Deli
17.2%
16.2%
16.6%
16.5%
You can get a good
may not be entirely
Ethnic Foods
5.4%
5.0%
3.3%
4.3%
handle on who shops
happy with other
Fresh Produce
31.8%
40.8%
37.8%
24.7%
these stores, and where
aspects of the shopMeat/Seafood
25.1%
29.3%
29.4%
17.5%
their loyalties lie, by
ping experience,
Organic/Whole Foods
7.6%
9.9%
8.2%
5.0%
drilling down further
Prepared Meals
8.0%
9.6%
6.8%
9.9%
but make comprointo the data. According
mises for the sake of
SERVICES
to an analysis by BIGinFuel/Gas Rewards
14.4%
26.5%
55.4%
4.4%
convenience. And
Frequent Shopper Card
17.7%
41.1%
48.3%
2.4%
sight, Safeway shopthat attitude, says
Knowledgeable Employees
11.3%
17.0%
10.9%
6.7%
pers spend an average
Raftery, is likely
Store Appearance
20.2%
26.2%
24.5%
15.7%
of $274.31 monthly on
to produce at least
Store Layout
21.3%
27.5%
26.5%
20.2%
groceries, versus $284.24
some shoppers who
The sum of the % is greater than 100% because respondents can select
for Kroger, $285.64 for
are not “promoters”
more than one answer.
Walmart and $277.00
of Safeway. n

SAFEWAY

L

KEY ATTRIBUTES USED
FOR CHOOSING STORES
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DE WAFELBAKKERS
FROZEN PANCAKES

50% more in the bag!
(compared to the competitors’ 12 count boxes)

Family-sized bags available in buttermilk,
blueberry, maple and minis.

Stock De Wafelbakkers in your frozen breakfast section today.
Call Bob Savage at 704–975–4084 for more information.

Celebrate Pancake Day with us on February 21st!
www.dwb.net |

DeWafelbakkers |

© 2012 De Wafelbakkers, LLC All Rights Reserved

DWBpancakes
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TERRY LEE

ON SAFEWAY
This leading industry consultant was Safeway’s VP of
Corporate Brands in the late ‘90s. We asked him about
his alma mater.

T

erry Lee, founder of
Private Brand
Advisors (terry@
pbadvisor.com), was the
driving force behind
Safeway Select, a pioneer
in the world of premium
differentiated private label.
After his years at Safeway,
he led the private label program for both Albertsons
and Dollar General
before starting his own
consultancy.

TERRY LEE

How does Safeway’s
private label program stand out?

Safeway is very creative and prolific in its product development efforts. It also supports its brands well with
advertising and promotions. You’ll see private label being
promoted on the front page of the in-store flier, and
Safeway still
‘Safeway still advertises advertises its
its products — like any products — like
any other conother consumer brand sumer brand
— in Sunset magazine.’ — in Sunset
magazine,
for example.
That’s something we started back in the mid ‘90s, and
it’s still typical of the mind-set today. Safeway also
promotes its brands on its website, and with a high
presence in the stores.

Can you give an example of that?

You said Safeway
is prolific with new
products.

Yes, Safeway is expanding its brand offerings
at a rapid pace. Its new
brands have a clear brand
positioning, such as Open
Nature (100% natural),
Snack Artist (snacks) Waterfront Bistro (seafood),
Safeway Farm (produce),
Safeway Kitchen (food)
Here’s a look at the new Safeway
and Safeway Care (HBC). Farms label, which includes a callout
for “high in fiber” and front-of-packI’m not sure how effecage info on calories, fat, sodium,
tive this will be as these
sugars, potassium and fiber.
products have carried the
Safeway logo for many
years. The pendulum swings between consolidation of
brands and proliferation of brands. You have to be careful or you just have a blur on the shelf.

What are your thoughts on Safeway
packaging?

It is very well done. Safeway has been diligent about
investing in updating its packaging on a regular schedule
to stay fresh and attractive to the consumer. The new core
package design moves the Safeway brand name back up to
the top of the package. In my opinion it is a much better
location than the previous design. The other benefit of the

Sure. It recently added the Snack Artist line, one of
several new brands with clear positioning. Safeway
dedicated an eight-foot section for its new Snack
Safeway Select rising crust pepperoni pizza, priced at $4.99 (or two for
Artist chips line in the salty snacks aisle. Generally,
$3.99 each), sits side by side with DiGiorno’s version, priced at $7.29.
retailers will sell all that space to Frito. I see that
new design is the integration of the nutritional informaeight-foot set as a significant investment. To top it off,
tion on the front of the package. Safeway is doing a good
there are pop-outs in the aisle cross-merchandising with
job helping to provide consumers with information for
other Snack Artist products in the frozen food departthem to make choices for their lifestyle needs. n
ment. It’s very well done.
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A VENDOR’S
VIEWPOINT
We asked a supplier of Safeway
private label items what the
chain does well, and how it could
improve.

S

afeway develops high-quality,
better-than-the-brands items
better than any retailer I know.
They have been way out in front of
other retailers with some high-end
lines and they place high quality
expectations on more commoditytype items like pasta and lasagna.
Their recent Snack Artist chip line
is another example of their quality
expectations. Part of the success of
their Consumer Brands Division
is that their product development

their side for days or weeks before
team works closely with suppliers
they have a chance to get to it. Secon product development. It’s truly
ond, I feel that Safeway can greatly
a team effort and a partnership.
improve on marketing communicaThey know our plants well… they
know our people in our plants. That tion. Often we don’t get told of major
marketing events like Super Coupons
makes the process so much more
or BOGO’s until days before an event
successful.
There are two areas where Safeway or sometimes not at all. Currently we
could improve. First, as successful as
are working on information slated
the Consumer Brands Division is, the only through March, and even those
“process” still takes too long. Twelve
events seem to change weekly. The
to 18 months to develop an item in
good news is that they have increased
some cases is way too long. I believe
their attention on PL marketing and
much of this is because Safeway is
support. It would just be nice if we
understaffed in
Safeway is great on quality and
product
teamwork, but could improve on
developspeed to shelf and communication.
ment.
Too many
times we
have been asked to meet a certain
had a better and more accurate roaddeadline for a project only to have
map for these events for manufactursamples and/or information sit on
ing planning purposes. n
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Here’s a look at the frozen brands
scoring double-digit gains in both
dollars and units in 2011. You’ll
find a few surprises here!
BY WARREN THAYER

N

early 350 “hot” frozen food brands turned in
double-digit gains in both dollars and units in
supermarkets last year.
That’s quite an accomplishment, when you consider
that frozen food dollars averaged a gain of only 2.3% and
units fell by 1.8%, according to SymphonyIRI Group, the
Chicago-based market research firm. Yes, some of the
mega-brands were counted more than once, given their
broad lines and span across multiple categories.
But some of these “hot brands” (with increases above
10% in both dollars and units) were off my radar. I think
you’ll find it interesting to go through our charts here for
two reasons. First, some relatively low-profile brands are
really kicking butt and may be worth investigating. And
second, several lackluster categories have some real shining stars.

NOVELTIES SCORE HIGHEST
Consider frozen novelties. The total category was up
2.7% in dollars and down 1.5% in units. But it had 32 hot
brands, more than in any other category.
Ice cream had the second-most hot brands. The category saw a 3.6% gain in dollars and a 5.3% decline in
units, but 29 brands posted gains above 10% in dollars
and units.
Next came single-serve dinners and entrees (down
1.2% in dollars and 3.1% in units). Here, there were 24 hot
brands.
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Other categories with a large number of
winners included handheld non-breakfast
entrees, seafood, shrimp, chicken/chicken
substitutes, and pizza. If you combined all
the veggies into one category, they did very
well also.
Now here come the caveats about the
data. It’s for the 52 weeks ended Nov. 27,
2011, and includes supermarkets only. Some
of these brands haven’t done as well in the
most recent 13 weeks. Others that are doing
great now but started with relatively low
numbers aren’t here. I know that. Try not to
get too excited.
Vendors able to provide us with data
for other channels (i.e., club stores, supercenters), or from Nielsen, are listed with an
asterisk. This is NOT like the asterisk put on
poor Roger Maris’ home run record back in
1961, but just a way for us to let you know that the data is
from a source other than SymphonyIRI. I did not include
private label here. Since it’s combined data from all different retailers’ brands, it didn’t seem appropriate to list
here.
SymphonyIRI always likes to have us note that rankings of the brands here are not totaled brand listings (i.e.,
all UPCs or brand extensions rolled up into a single figure
such as Breyers ice cream), but are rather individual
brand listings.
Finally, keep in mind that category definitions vary and
that all data, always, is subject to interpretation, consternation and indignation. I’ll be running charts next month
on hot brands in dairy and deli.

BRAND
FRUIT
Dole Ready Cut Fruit
SOUP
Stouffer’s Corner Bistro
CHICKEN/CHICKEN SUB.*
Perdue
Pilgrim’s Pride
Gold Leaf
Perdue Tender & Tasty
Fieldale Farms
Bell And Evans
Perdue Fit & Easy
Country Pride
Delightful Farms
Just Bare
Randall Farms
Gold Kist Farms
Barber Foods Seasoned Selects
Morningstar Farms Grillers
Perdue Oven Ready
Signature Select

$ SALES
$384,056,300
$2,117,777
$28,984,200
$4,215,012
$1,414,203,000
$55,887,620
$41,097,640
$24,231,020
$22,367,890
$19,640,570
$9,998,520
$7,947,053
$7,887,000
$7,199,018
$6,583,327
$5,550,272
$4,610,914
$3,468,151
$3,230,306
$3,228,997
$3,202,841

% CHG % CHG UNITS
2.3
26.2
34.1
87.7
3.4
13.2
35.2
19.4
55.6
267.2
10.3
25.2
10.7
81.0
45.6
52.2
22.0
1,372.3
41.8
24.7
73.4

(1.3)
15.1
30.2
86.1
3.3
13.4
46.5
12.6
76.3
325.2
11.5
21.9
18.8
112.1
43.8
55.3
20.1
1,755.6
37.3
17.8
61.5

With sales this hot, your cashiers
might Want to put on oven mitts.
+11.8%

value
-1.5%

mainstream
- 6.3%

premium
+1.3%

2011 Frozen pizza growth
There’s one brand of frozen pizza that continues to be
a hot seller in the freezer section. Palermo’s. No one
is more passionate about great pizza. Our obsession
with the details, big and small, makes Palermo’s the
perfect choice for pizza lovers. It’s no wonder we’re
helping retailers increase frozen pizza sales.
To find out how to share in this remarkable growth
and fire up your category sales, call Don Ostergren,
our VP of Sales, at 800-800-7912.
Visit us online at stockpalermos.com

© Palermo Villa Inc. 2012
*Nielsen NITRO Total U.S. Food $2MM+ for the 52 weeks ending 12/24/2011
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BRAND

$ SALES

Big Value
$2,929,091
Springer Mountain Farms
$2,585,803
Simmons
$2,495,517
Peco
$2,297,533
Weaver
$2,160,246
TURKEY/TURKEY SUB.*
$648,505,300
Jennie O
$53,606,380
Butterball
$26,990,100
Perdue
$19,842,290
Plainville Farms
$10,352,210
Butterball Everyday
$8,074,511
Empire Kosher
$2,674,482
Philly Gourmet
$2,003,522
PIEROGI
$74,975,760
Poppy’s Pierogies
$3,146,969
RAVIOLI
$111,567,800
Andrea
$4,169,770
SIDE DISHES
$215,276,200
Alexia
$5,104,038
TGI Friday’s
$4,577,886
Garden Lites
$3,519,217
Tandoor Chef
$2,468,238
PROCESSED CHICKEN/CHICKEN SUB.* $1,702,471,000
Weaver
$24,460,600
John Soules Foods
$19,192,790
Yummy Dino Buddies
$15,506,050
Antioch Farms
$7,963,204
Applegate Farms
$5,222,287
Yummy
$4,470,546
Tofurky
$2,346,631
PROCESSED TURKEY/TURKEY SUB .* $50,718,060
Royal
$2,226,909
BREAD/ROLLS/PASTRY DOUGH $184,215,700
Pepperidge Farm
$6,418,629
Rhodes Warm N Serv
$3,238,283
FRESH BAKED BREAD/ROLL/BISCUIT $530,226,000
Udi’s
$17,692,410
Joseph Campione
$8,754,405
Furlani
$6,314,266
Mary Bs
$2,659,098
BREAKFAST ENTREES
$391,182,300
Weight Wtchrs Smrt Ones Mrnn Exp’ $18,349,610
Kelloggs Eggo Frnch Toastr Stcks
$13,786,920
De Waflebakkers
$8,574,633
Morningstar Farms
$4,150,289
Kid Cuisine
$3,458,535
BREAKFAST HANDHELD ENTREES $411,789,500
Odom’s Tennessee Pride
$26,500,670
Tennessee Pride
$16,425,300
Jimmy D’s
$9,700,597
Don Miguel
$2,901,850
El Monterey
$2,444,916
MUFFINS
$30,743,290
Kellogg’s Eggo Bakeshop
$3,319,784
OTHER BREAKFAST FOOD
$170,161,600
Kellogg’s Cinnabon
$3,954,917
WAFFLES
$581,937,300
Kellogg’s Eggo
$296,637,500
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% CHG % CHG UNITS

BRAND

1,186.4
49.5
179.8
258.4
16.9
9.7
18.9
21.2
17.6
18.4
44.0
18.1
289.0
5.9
12.7
(0.1)
12.9
(1.7)
99.8
16.2
71.9
19.5
(0.2)
25.3
43.4
17.5
55.5
60.1
16.0
32.2
3.1
11.8
0.3
421.5
39.4
4.8
308.8
10.5
17.6
27.7
4.1
153.9
1,098.6
183.0
95,635.2
89.3
11.4
21.7
39.2
353.4
120.5
11.4
(16.2)
223.6
(2.5)
59.8
18.8
18.4

Kellogg’s Eggo Minis
$11,014,750
Smucker’s Snackn Waffles
$3,590,996
Nature’s Path Organic
$2,165,485
SWEET GOODS - NO CHEESECAKES $197,307,400
Delizza
$22,576,370
Weight Watchers Smart Ones
$7,314,759
Marie Callender’s
$5,097,071
Pillsbury Toaster Strudel
$2,231,070
Kinnikinnick Foods
$2,131,513
PREPARED VEGETABLES
$293,960,700
Green Giant Valley Fresh Steamrs
$73,460,980
Birds Eye Steamfresh
$55,205,190
Hanover
$2,274,533
Green Giant Antioxidant Blend
$2,104,154
APPETIZERS/SNACK ROLLS
$948,372,400
Farm Rich
$43,480,240
Hebrew National
$12,417,980
Pagoda Express
$11,713,100
Tornados
$8,020,389
Pagoda
$6,138,312
Tai Pei
$5,001,014
Tyson Anytizers
$4,746,207
Michelina’s Authentico
$3,430,385
Alexia
$3,350,749
HANDHELD ENTREES (NON-BKFST) $1,273,311,000
Amy’s
$32,665,670
Hot Pockets Side Shots
$18,873,370
Lean Pockets Culinary Creations
$15,865,400
Weight Wtchrs Smrt Ones Anyt Slc
$15,002,870
Stouffer’s Ln Cuisin Casl Cuisin
$13,572,010
Las Campanas
$12,891,950
Hot Pockets Pizzeria
$10,214,450
Morningstar Farms
$9,551,523
TGI Friday’s Anytime Sliders
$8,906,059
Tower Isles
$8,815,494
JTM
$8,215,167
Tyson
$7,901,207
Fast Bites
$6,693,576
Posada
$6,597,201
Tyson Anytizers
$4,991,426
EVOL
$4,928,814
Fast Fixin’
$4,832,751
TGI Friday’s
$3,928,227
Bubba Burger
$3,676,671
Farm Rich
$2,066,782
MULTI-SERVE DINNERS/ENTREES $1,303,326,000
Birds Eye Voila
$131,910,700
P.F. Chang’s Home Menu
$82,481,600
Marie Callender’s
$50,541,320
Banquet
$32,463,300
Gourmet Dining
$29,026,870
Romano’s Macaroni Grill
$24,278,340
Buitoni Riserva
$19,886,230
Red Baron
$11,395,620
Stouffer’s Farmers Harvest
$9,680,401
Stouffer’s Sautes
$6,516,802
Chungs
$3,992,267
Tai Pei Stir Fry Creations
$2,287,371

1,198.2
46.3
147.2
424.0
20.1
3.1
13.2
15.1
19.5
14.2
45.9
11.4
307.3
8.0
17.0
(1.0)
21.0
(3.1)
106.5
15.6
72.3
20.7
(1.7)
27.7
57.0
24.9
139.0
57.8
21.1
31.9
1.7
12.0
(1.6)
427.4
40.1
2.6
306.2
10.4
20.5
22.5
1.3
154.5
1,139.8
192.2
103,785.7
91.6
7.8
22.9
21.8
362.7
73.1
21.0
(9.4)
261.8
(8.9)
33.7
13.2
11.9

$ SALES

% CHG % CHG UNITS
178.6
110.6
92.1
0.6
23.2
36.7
12.7
284.8
16.4
6.3
17.3
23.0
179.3
54.5
3.3
26.6
24.1
78.2
105.6
60.2
120.8
637.0
28.0
76.9
2.4
14.0
17.7
162.3
73.4
73.3
14.6
216.1
90,032.4
119.9
18.6
51.0
299,132.5
210.0
21.9
671.3
107.6
20.6
529.2
89.7
128.5
0.2
27.5
59.8
55.5
26.1
17.2
151.7
53.0
41.6
76,746.7
22,968.2
59.8
250.6

160.8
121.4
91.6
(0.9)
21.6
37.8
13.3
266.7
21.2
4.9
14.0
23.6
180.4
60.8
1.9
20.2
24.2
68.0
117.0
48.9
94.6
615.5
32.1
130.5
(1.8)
15.4
18.9
161.3
73.0
69.6
13.1
219.4
92,735.7
124.4
12.3
62.8
602,753.5
215.1
40.4
649.8
111.1
20.7
729.2
86.9
131.9
(2.5)
20.4
59.8
27.9
30.5
18.8
160.2
60.8
46.3
93,171.9
22,574.8
69.5
314.2
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BRAND

$ SALES

Family Buffet
$2,012,134
SINGLE-SERVE DINNERS/ENTREES $3,243,220,000
Stouffer’s Lean Cuisin Caf Cuisin
$161,568,100
Stouffer’s Ln Cuisin Smpl Favorts
$108,161,200
Healthy Choice
$105,801,000
Stouffer’s Ln Cuisin Comfrt Cuisn
$84,980,270
Stouffer’s Lean Cuisine Sp Cuisin
$75,800,390
Amy’s
$70,225,590
Michelina’s
$54,621,720
Stouffer’s Ln Cuisin Markt Crtns
$43,369,680
Tai Pei
$29,328,220
Stouffer’s Farmers Harvest
$27,244,120
Hungry Man Pub Favorites
$24,911,050
Kid Cuisine Real Meals
$24,866,940
Marie Callendr’s Frsh Flavr Stmrs
$22,271,690
Birds Eye Steamfresh
$20,983,530
Zatarain’s
$13,702,690
Marie Callender’s Asian Recipes
$12,901,320
Stouffer’s Ln Cuisin Casl Cuisin
$12,629,580
Morningstar Farms
$8,738,422
Innovasian
$8,415,301
Stouffer’s Lean Cuisine
$6,467,571
PIES
$343,664,000
Marie Callender’s
$93,298,020
Banquet
$15,346,030
PIZZA
$2,949,406,000
Stouffer’s Ln Cuisin Casl Cuisin
$67,988,960
Newman’s Own
$36,841,920
Bellatoria
$15,561,030
Roma
$14,828,060
Bernatello’s
$11,305,440
Palermo Classics
$10,155,390
Palermo
$10,014,750
Weight Wtchrs Smrt Ones Arts Crt
$7,729,648
Connie’s
$5,135,456
Heggie’s
$4,822,541
Lucia’s
$3,905,249
Butch’s
$3,183,660
Pizza Corner
$2,977,584
Glutino
$2,219,401
POT PIES
$276,751,500
Marie Callender’s
$142,966,600
BEANS
$248,827,300
Fresh Frozen
$6,672,529
BROCCOLI
$238,813,600
Fresh Frozen
$2,528,572
Today’s Harvest
$2,443,925
CARROTS
$22,186,960
Green Giant
$4,262,727
CORN
$226,607,700
Birds Eye McKenzies
$4,891,149
Pictsweet Deluxe
$3,603,973
MIXED VEGETABLES
$526,314,700
Pictsweet Deluxe Steamables
$8,528,260
Green Giant Antioxidant Blend
$7,695,041
Fresh Frozen
$3,946,998
Pictsweet Steamables
$3,124,767
La Fe
$2,222,443
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% CHG % CHG UNITS

BRAND

202,025.3
(1.2)
129.6
169.2
59.7
203.0
192.6
14.8
36.7
152.0
17.1
4,446.1
588.3
11.3
43.8
80.1
183.6
373.8
120.4
49.1
155.3
16.9
3.3
18.9
86.0
(1.0)
117.7
82.7
20.7
11.9
14.6
38.9
1,089.3
22.7
15.8
37.9
20.5
13.7
28.0
72.9
5.5
15.0
0.6
17.7
3.5
17.5
11.9
2.6
13.9
(1.0)
11.5
22.4
1.8
947.9
101.7
29.3
552.5
30.9

OTHER PLAIN VEGETABLES
$181,593,000
Hanover Gold Line
$4,503,257
Fresh Frozen
$4,232,184
Green Giant Simply Steam
$4,037,946
Pictsweet Deluxe Steamables
$3,244,909
PEAS
$218,837,000
Fresh Frozen
$4,739,390
SPINACH
$112,493,100
ONION RINGS
$38,349,240
Alexia
$7,807,166
ConAgra Nathan’s
$3,100,131
PLAIN POTS./FRIES/HASHBROWNS $1,035,900,000
Alexia
$49,828,310
Mr. Dell’s
$8,079,709
Mr. Dee’s
$7,598,196
ConAgra Nathan’s
$5,440,825
J R Simplot
$3,147,800
ConAgra Checkers Rally’s Fams Frs
$2,410,808
Pacific Valley
$2,294,781
BLENDED FRUIT JUICE CONCENTRATE $25,923,670
Old Orchard Premium
$2,418,239
DRINK/COCKTAIL DRINK CONCENTRATE $56,790,100
Jamba
$6,811,097
LEMONADE/LIMEADE CONCENTRATE $52,406,820
Old Orchard Premium
$2,250,109
YOGURT/TOFU
$208,692,700
Kemps
$11,095,100
Turkey Hill
$9,928,587
Wells Blue Bunny
$8,878,873
Kemps Live Healthy
$6,608,699
So Delicious
$2,985,066
Friendly’s
$2,428,184
Hood Smooth & Creamy
$2,013,457
ICE CREAM
$3,802,301,000
Turkey Hill
$137,864,000
Tillamook
$29,024,680
Talenti
$21,878,830
Hudsonville
$16,372,270
Friendly’s
$15,788,670
United Dairy Farmers Homemade
$14,972,650
Turkey Hill Philadelphia Style
$13,638,520
Greens
$11,130,100
Graeter’s
$10,883,940
Friendly’s Sundae Xtreme
$10,548,470
Dean’s Country Fresh
$8,022,842
Stroh’s
$7,812,800
Friendly’s Smooth Churned
$6,923,672
Mayfield
$5,272,071
Velvet
$4,682,565
Hood Boston Red Sox
$4,087,950
Super Dip
$3,857,791
Ciao Bella
$3,788,481
Alden’s
$3,179,028
Valentini
$2,810,326
Lovin’ Scoopful
$2,332,130
Meadow Farms
$2,317,611
Whale Of A Pail
$2,150,632
Polar Treat
$2,059,432
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291,125.3
(3.1)
124.9
168.6
60.1
196.3
188.8
19.1
40.9
151.4
21.2
4,178.8
568.8
11.5
41.3
106.4
250.7
352.2
94.8
46.4
143.9
14.6
8.4
25.1
80.0
(4.5)
112.6
86.0
30.3
13.6
14.9
52.9
1,250.3
24.1
13.4
41.9
19.9
17.5
34.8
65.5
(0.8)
13.2
0.2
19.0
2.6
21.8
11.6
2.5
14.0
(1.7)
12.2
19.1
0.6
967.2
100.4
32.5
550.8
22.6

$ SALES

% CHG % CHG UNITS
5.9
15.5
22.2
22.2
213.1
(0.8)
10.8
4.3
4.4
29.6
31.8
3.4
39.6
19.1
22.8
18.9
33.1
161.2
14.7
(5.9)
36.0
0.2
275.9
(3.1)
33.3
6.4
42.4
30.6
45.5
26.6
730.8
16.6
295.0
3.6
18.0
23.3
117.3
29.9
32.3
13.3
28.5
17.8
31.7
39.9
23.2
14.4
25.7
64.8
19.6
38.3
27.0
11.6
19.7
49.7
141.3
24.5
21.1
128.4

4.3
12.6
25.9
22.1
146.8
(1.1)
11.3
0.6
0.4
28.2
28.2
0.3
34.7
11.9
28.7
13.8
27.1
162.4
14.9
(6.8)
67.2
(7.0)
261.7
(12.3)
31.0
0.0
31.9
27.6
56.1
19.2
653.5
13.2
256.8
(5.3)
14.1
11.6
130.6
24.1
30.2
20.6
20.8
14.2
31.2
34.8
18.8
14.5
19.9
23.9
11.9
28.2
21.6
19.3
15.3
45.5
120.2
19.8
12.2
136.6

BRAND

$ SALES

% CHG % CHG UNITS

SHERBET/SORBET/ICES
$174,110,400
2.0
Blue Bell
$7,639,443
25.9
Ciao Bella
$6,377,415
52.9
Talenti
$3,303,607
20.8
ICE CREAM/ICE MILK DESSERTS $186,949,600
(2.0)
Celebration Foods Oreo
$12,080,520
141.1
NOVELTIES
$2,477,392,000
2.7
Blue Bell
$66,979,340
14.5
Luigi’s
$37,329,170
15.1
Wells Blue Bunny
$35,544,750
10.3
Dreyer’s/Edy’s Slow Churned
$33,105,780
22.8
Wells Blue Bunny Champ
$26,302,120
28.7
Budget Saver
$17,011,040
13.5
Dreyer’s/Edy’s Fun Flavors
$15,725,980
45.4
Popsicle Jolly Rancher
$14,966,090
52.3
Wholefruit
$9,905,040
28.5
La Michoacana
$8,601,733
27.0
Klondike Choco Taco
$8,136,864 58,148,314.2
Popsicle Firecracker
$7,259,775
11.2
Meadow Gold
$6,652,738
12.5
Twix
$5,796,188
20.5
Nestlé Dibs
$5,650,846
1,392.7
Weight Watchers Smart Ones
$5,326,841
16.8
Nestlé Crunch
$5,016,828
988.3
Nestlé Drumstick Sprinkled
$4,807,473 802,564.3
Diana’s Bananas Banana Babies
$4,472,006
31.8
Phillyswirl
$4,026,267
13.1
Diana’s Bananas
$3,828,288
49.3
Dole
$3,762,065
110.3
Nestlé
$3,563,779
1,927.6
Nestlé Tollhouse
$3,426,487
102.8
Pet Nuttyroyale
$2,827,135
25.9
Nestlé Butterfinger
$2,586,921
675.7
LaLa
$2,548,651
220.4
ICE POP NOVELTIES
$74,623,060
(7.9)
Frootee Ice
$4,586,793
26.2
FISH/SEAFOOD
$1,169,432,000
7.6
Sea Best
$34,721,780
17.2
Great Fish
$30,852,620
81.2
Fisher Boy
$15,924,280
75.5
Sea Cuisine
$12,582,490
15.9
Expack Seafood
$11,459,360
36.7
Phillips
$8,480,267
14.6
Poseidon’s Choice
$6,262,770
99.8
Supreme Choice
$5,380,219
52.7
Starkist Seasations
$4,767,278
100.9
Bernard’s
$4,697,878
12.1
Ocean Cafe
$4,476,584
38.5
Frankly Fresh
$4,065,305
35.3
Cedar Bay
$3,757,836
581.0
Panamei Seafood
$3,482,306
69.9
Sugiyo
$2,905,711
94.7
Ocean Market
$2,715,503
703.9
Aqua Star Star Cut
$2,542,918
67.2
No Name
$2,472,677
304.0
Seamazz
$2,472,438
95.2
Seafarer
$2,451,470
14.0
Newport
$2,276,252
49.6

(3.4)
16.5
66.6
26.4
(11.3)
142.3
(1.5)
14.9
14.9
34.8
15.3
13.2
10.1
43.0
41.8
12.6
15.0
54,365,361.2
34.4
14.9
15.3
1,334.9
17.0
340.3
949,940.0
35.1
10.7
53.1
139.4
572.0
66.7
24.7
316.8
268.6
(6.5)
27.9
3.2
19.8
46.4
73.6
18.1
24.9
19.2
109.1
70.9
98.1
12.5
86.6
37.8
632.0
75.4
100.9
334.9
182.3
300.4
38.5
12.8
40.8

BRAND

$ SALES

TOTAL SHRIMP
Aqua Star (Cooked)
Sea Best (Cooked)
Tastee Choice (Raw)
Cape Gourmet (Cooked)
Seamazz (Cooked)
Margaritaville (Cooked)
Supreme Choice (Cooked)
Gorton’s (Cooked)
Chicken Of The Sea (Raw)
Tony Chacheres (Raw)
Geisha (Cooked)
Celine (Cooked)
Delicasea (Cooked)
Wholey (Cooked)
Panamei Seafood
Geisha (Raw)
Farm Choice (Raw)
Matlaw (Raw)
MEAT (NO POULTRY)
Cooked Perfect
Butcher’s Gold
Farm Rich
John Soules Foods
Ms. Mollye’s
Butcher’s Prime
Golden Forest
Jemm Burger
MEAT SUBSTITUTES
Tofurky
It’s All Good Gardein
Veggie Patch
Lightlife Smart Sausages
Franklin Farms
Dr. Praeger’s
It’s All Good
SAUSAGE
Jimmy Dean
Purnell Old Folks
Swaggerty
Johnsonville
Ole South
Applegate Farms
Moo And Oink

$1,136,554,000
$21,352,700
$19,955,860
$16,091,590
$13,199,710
$10,900,560
$8,797,871
$7,987,531
$5,708,189
$5,473,054
$5,402,566
$2,950,719
$2,810,044
$2,761,229
$2,634,189
$2,334,566
$2,326,290
$2,153,265
$2,065,073
$843,728,600
$18,893,760
$7,027,524
$5,400,320
$4,530,991
$3,518,364
$3,183,673
$2,889,664
$2,065,216
$254,173,200
$7,931,264
$6,251,399
$3,776,700
$3,281,426
$2,833,450
$2,666,069
$2,376,144
$268,084,100
$17,923,350
$13,834,980
$4,300,860
$3,565,481
$2,784,543
$2,641,626
$2,270,326

% CHG % CHG UNITS
(1.4)
50.6
19.5
12.7
36.5
34.3
21.5
16.7
31.2
27.4
35.9
227.7
2,395.3
25.4
62.0
418.3
172.9
393.2
502.6
3.7
25.7
64.2
26.2
50.4
47.2
54.3
28.9
99.3
(1.2)
37.3
112.7
99.6
24.5
15.6
31.1
91.4
12.5
42.9
33.8
39.2
20.5
41.5
116.6
62.7

(7.7)
23.7
23.3
17.5
16.0
20.0
28.6
12.6
19.2
19.6
14.0
112.6
2,522.9
18.5
21.0
288.1
58.2
295.3
582.3
(0.5)
35.1
63.4
27.1
40.8
32.3
77.9
36.1
106.9
(2.9)
37.7
120.3
113.3
25.7
16.5
42.0
91.8
4.7
11.5
30.0
33.8
17.6
41.3
118.1
66.7

*Includes refrigerated

Next Month:
DAIRY HOT BRANDS

We’ll be using IRI supermarket
data for brands with 10%
increases in both dollars and
units. If your brand has these
increases in other channels, or
using other syndicated data, please let us know so
we can include you! Contact Warren Thayer, Editor
of Frozen & Dairy Buyer, warren@fdbuyer.com.
JAN/FEB 2012
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SPOTLIGHT: DINNERS

Dinners/Entrees

Cool Down
Dollar and units fall as shoppers chase BOGOS and
specials; handhelds eke out a small gain.
BY DENISE LEATHERS

A

lthough the recession officially ended more than
two years ago, the frozen dinners/entrees category is still reeling from its effects. Some consumers forced to trade down from value-added frozen
entrees to meals made from scratch never came back
when the economy improved. And those that did are
often more interested in value than brand name, opting for the lowest price option among a broad group of
products deemed acceptable.
Rather than working to build brand loyalty, many
manufacturers gave consumers exactly what they wanted
— short-term deep discounts. Observers say this has lowered price expectations and trained shoppers to wait for
a sale. Unfortunately, all of this
happened at the
same time commodity prices
were rising,
forcing manufacturers to cut
back promotional
spending.
In fact, frozen
dinner/entree
volume sold with
merchandising
support during
the 12 weeks
ended Dec. 25
slid 3.7 points
Birds Eye Voila! was reportedly the first to
compared with
offer complete bag meals in four-serving,
the prior year
family-size quantities.
to 43.5% (a 7.8%
decline), according to Chicago-based market research
firm SymphonyIRI Group. The inevitable result: a 2.0%
decrease in category dollar sales and a 5.6% drop in unit
sales.
While growing demand for portable options helped
the handheld segment eke out a small gain (+0.3%), the
single-serve subcategory continued to stumble (-0.5%) —
though a pair of better-for-you brands, Weight Watchers
Smart Ones and Healthy Choice, managed respectable
dollar and unit sales gains. However, the real cause of

42 www.fdbuyer.com
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the category’s breakdown was the multi-serve segment,
where dollar sales fell 7.2% and units were down 14.2%.
Part of the problem may have been inflation that pushed
retail prices in the high-ring segment past the point most
consumers were willing to pay, a theory supported by the
fact that bargain brands On-Cor Traditionals (+1.3%) and
Banquet (+4.7%) actually posted modest gains.

PRICE IS KING
Despite the proliferation of complete bagged meals
(CBMs), both On-Cor and Banquet come in microwaveable tray packs and include only center-of-the-plate

On-Cor has added to its family-size offerings with
newcomers Noodles with Beef and Brown Gravy, and
Fettuccine with Chicken.

proteins or protein-based casseroles “so the cook can
still actively participate in the creation of the meal and
customize it to meet the needs of her family,” says Fred
Martino, vp of sales for Aurora, Ill.-based On-Cor (www.
on-cor.com). He notes that the brand is often featured in
Every Day with Rachel Ray magazine
Request Foods has been
alongside recipes for
focusing on reducing
side dishes (an upcoming promotion
the sodium in many of
will offer shoppers
its current products, as
who buy three OnCor products a free
well as new items.
year’s subscription).
Martino adds that
although a lot of freezer space has been given to CBMs
recently, many such products include only two servings,
not enough to feed a family in search of a low-priced meal
solution. In fact, the only bagged meal brand in the top 10
whose sales expanded during the past 12 weeks (+4.9%)
was Mountain Lakes, N.J.-based Pinnacle Foods’ Birds
Eye Voila! (www.birdseye.com), the first to offer CBMs
in four-serving, family-size quantities (others have been

Discover New Profits In
These Asian Culinary Treasures…

• Restaurant quality, meat & vegetable
authentic Asian entrees, fully prepared,
heat & serve convenience
• Full line includes – Broccoli Beef, Teriyaki
Chicken, Teriyaki Beef, Orange Chicken
and Sweet & Sour Chicken

• “Crazy Good” authentic, meat & sauce Asian
entrees – reflects popular restaurant sensations,
fully cooked, heat & serve convenience
• Full line includes – Orange Chicken, Korean
BBQ, General Tso’s Chicken, Tangerine Beef
and Teriyaki Chicken

• Full line of distinctively delicious
authentic potstickers or “Gyoza”
• Seasoned filling varieties include –
chicken, shrimp, vegetable, pork & beef

Day-Lee Foods, Authentically Asian – made in the USA
www.Day-LeeFoods.com • (800) 329-5331

SPOTLIGHT: DINNERS

introduced since).
“We launched family-size meals
in early 2011 in response to a trend
toward families eating at home more
often,” says senior brand manager

how to make from scratch. Whittled
down from a list of 18 contenders,
the newcomers include Noodles with
Beef and Brown Gravy and Chicken
Fettuccine Alfredo, both of which
also tap into a shift
Longer-term promos tend to be more toward less expeneffective than deeper, shorter ones sive meals featuring more pasta
because they suggest consistent value. and less protein.
The company is
Kristen Thompson, who notes that
also considering a line of even-larger
they’ve been “extremely successful.”
“party-size” meals designed for large
As a result, she says, the company
gatherings, says Bree.
plans to expand its family-size offerDespite the emphasis on value,
ings this year.
demand for better-for-you products
On-Cor is adding to its family-size remains fairly strong as well. For
offerings as well, says senior vp of
example, category leader Stouffer’s
sales and business development Ron
recently launched a sub-brand called
Bree, citing a continued trend toward Farmer’s Harvest, which includes
“comfort food” such as mac and
both family-size and single-serve
cheese and meatloaf that consumoptions with ingredients like olive
ers grew up eating but don’t know
oil, sea salt and whole grains — plus

no preservatives. But the BFY trend
is particularly strong on the private
label side where a handful of retailers
are reportedly focusing on higherend frozen meals that allow them to
compete on something other than
price. “All-natural ingredients remain
important. And our R&D team has
been focused on reducing the sodium
in many of our current products as
well as new items being developed,”
says Jeff Gehres, director of sales and
product development at Holland,
Mich.-based private label manufacturer Request Foods (www.request
foods.com).

CREATE MEAL SOLUTIONS

Consumers who purchase frozen
entrees are clearly focused on convenience, so they’re likely to respond
well to anything retailers do to make
meal planning even easier. “We’ve
found great success
putting our product
in an endcap along
Supermarket sales for the 12 weeks ended Dec. 25, 2011, according to SymphonyIRI Group, the
with a vegetable and
Chicago-based market research firm. Percent change is versus the same period a year ago. Data
a starch because then
is for the brands as originally trademarked and may not include line extensions.
you’re providing an
entire meal solution
CATEGORY
$ SALES
% CHG UNIT SALES % CHG
VOLUME % CHG
at the point of purTOTAL DINNERS/ENTREES
$1,287,049,000
(2.0) 481,745,300
(5.6) 390,784,900
(5.2)
chase,” says On-Cor’s
SINGLE-SERVE DINNERS/ENTREES $701,767,000
(0.5) 316,996,000
(4.1) 202,647,100
(3.7)
Martino.
Stouffer’s
$96,707,630
(1.6)
34,272,430
(12.0) 25,757,320
(9.0)
Gehres likes the
Banquet
$54,704,130
(3.8)
54,169,310
(3.9) 28,174,330
(4.0)
idea of cross-merMarie Callender’s
$52,919,580
1.9
19,218,720
(3.1) 16,676,560
(1.7)
chandising Italian
Weight Watchers Smart Ones
$52,896,170
6.8
22,979,480
1.7 13,729,460
3.1
meals like pasta and
Lean Cuisine Café Cuisine
$29,302,280
(9.4)
10,221,950
(19.2)
5,672,916
(19.3)
lasagna with frozen
Hungry Man
$26,991,740
(12.9)
9,387,710
(14.8)
9,499,856
(14.6)
garlic bread or rolls,
Healthy Choice
$24,886,350
8.3
10,675,480
4.9
6,272,989
6.3
while Thompson says
Lean Cuisine Simple Favorites
$20,904,600
(4.4)
8,776,604
(8.6)
5,355,083
(8.6)
promoting CBMs with
Healthy Choice Cmplt Slctns
$18,087,640
(19.8)
6,716,683
(22.2)
4,777,785
(22.1)
bagged salad helps
Healthy Choice Café Steamers
$15,771,350
(40.8)
5,699,494
(41.7)
3,638,613
(41.6)
drive consumers to
MULTI-SERVE DINNERS/ENTREES $306,356,500
(7.2)
50,667,380
(14.2) 103,900,800
(11.8)
areas of the store they
Stouffer’s
$101,934,900
(7.0)
13,260,020
(21.9) 40,045,580
(16.8)
may not have planned
Birds Eye Voila!
$27,502,830
4.9
6,054,828
(9.0)
9,011,088
(1.9)
to visit otherwise. But
Bertolli
$25,581,010
(1.3)
3,762,569
2.3
5,662,044
2.3
the possibilities are
Private Label
$21,120,000
(5.7)
2,488,294
(12.5)
6,885,012
(6.0)
endless. For example,
P.F. Chang’s Home Menu
$20,335,800
(12.7)
2,507,578
(12.3)
3,448,018
(12.3)
Carlisle, Pa-based
Marie Callender’s
$11,256,970
(11.9)
2,053,729
(31.7)
3,891,197
(17.7)
Giant recently offered
On-Cor Traditionals
$8,115,810
1.3
3,193,862
(5.6)
5,637,307
(5.7)
shoppers who bought
Wanchai Ferry
$7,898,372
(8.5)
1,159,620
(3.1)
1,739,430
(3.1)
two six-packs of Diet
On-Cor Classics
$7,542,627
(2.1)
2,364,928
(3.4)
4,142,000
(3.7)
Snapple a free Healthy
Banquet
$7,348,873
4.7
2,580,188
(1.1)
4,275,785
(2.4)
Choice frozen meal.
FOR DATA ON HANDHELD ENTREES, SEE THE FROZEN DATABANK IN THIS ISSUE
In terms of pro-

FROZEN DINNERS
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Finally! A Pizza Like Naan Other.

More taste per ounce and sales per point than most other frozen pizzas!
Tandoor Chef Naan Pizzas bring innovation, better-for-you consumers and
the exploding Indian category to your freezer door. Our Naan Pizzas are
renowned for their taste and ﬂavor and their their ability to bring traditional
pizza lovers into the ethnic category. And now, we’re the #1 frozen Indian
brand! Call (800) 468.6499 today or visit us next month at Expo West.
As loved by:

TandoorChef.com
Spinach

Eggplant

Margherita

Cilantro Pesto
Watch us
on YouTube

Become a fan
on Facebook

Follow us
on Twitter

SPOTLIGHT: DINNERS

motion, Gehres says consumers
are most likely to purchase frozen
meals during cold-weather months
when they’re happy to turn on
their ovens. “So promote the items
during cold months to get initial
trial and hopefully consumers will
continue to purchase them all year
long.” Retailers should also consider
promoting high-end and multi-serve
products during the first week of

more effective than deeper, shorter
ones because they suggest consistent
value, and offering multiple brands
on sale at the same time provides a
better lift for the category as a whole
than promoting a different brand
each week.
Prominent placement in ads and
flyers is important, adds Thompson,
because consumer awareness of the
complete bagged meal segment in
particular is relatively
low, with shoppers
Lots of space has been given to
likely to buy on
complete bag meals lately, but few more
impulse (if and when
items offer enough to feed a family they notice the product
behind the glass) than
seeking a low-price meal.
off a shopping list.
“Retailers have
the month and value-priced items
an opportunity to build category
during the last week when budgets
awareness and get complete bagged
are stretched tightest. In addition,
meals on consumers’ lists before
longer-term promotions tend to be
they head to the store,” she says.

Themed ads that include a variety
of product categories work especially
well, according to Martino. Instead
of featuring 10 different pizzas in an
ad for the Super Bowl, for example,
retailers might throw in a product
like On-Cor’s BBQ ribs for sandwiches. Columbus Day represents an
opportunity to feature multi-serve
meals like lasagna and stuffed shells,
while back-to-school is a great time
to promote just about any quick
meal, he says.
“We really need to create some
excitement in the frozen food aisle,”
Martino continues. “We see lots
of creativity during Frozen Food
Month. But why dedicate only one
month a year to merchandising and
giveaways? Displays and price point
drive volume — it’s not that complicated. We just need a more consistent effort.” n

Leader of the Packs

Our new skillet meal facility boosts Request Foods co-packing to 600,000 sq. ft. of cooking, blending, freezing
and packing capacity for your frozen entrées and side dishes. Pans, single serve and skillet meals, Request Foods
is your co-packing partner. Give your retail, club store or national brand the consistent quality of Request Foods.
We Make Your Brand ... Better.

3460 John F. Donnelly Dr., Holland, Michigan 49424
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•

616.786.0900

•

requestfoods.com

SPOTLIGHT: NATURAL/ORGANIC

Frozen

Natural/Organic

Up 11.6%

Natural (+13.5%) outpaces organic (+7.3%) thanks to its
lower price and the entry of some big players.
BY DENISE LEATHERS

S

ales of frozen natural
and organic foods and
beverages jumped 11.6%
to $2.2 billion during the 52
weeks ended Dec. 24, according to Schaumburg, Ill.-based
SPINS, the natural products
research and consulting firm.
The data is for natural
food stores (excluding Whole
Foods) and conventional food,
drug and mass merchandise
outlets (excluding Walmart).
You can expect to see more
rapid growth from the natural
Replacing conventional
segment. “Natural” was the
milk with organic will
likely give you lower
most-used tag on packages
margins but higher
of food/beverage products
penny profit.
launched in 2010, with “organic” slipping to No. 7.
Major manufacturers like Frito-Lay, Kraft and ConAgra are cleaning up their ingredient statements so they
can tap into growing demand for all-natural products,
sparking further gains. While forays by large companies
into the organic arena have been largely unsuccessful
(anyone remember organic Rice Krispies...?) consumers
seem more accepting of all-natural versions of wellknown products.

ECONOMY IS A FACTOR
Natural’s relatively rapid growth can also be attributed to
the poor economy. Many “non-core” consumers see it as
a more wallet-friendly alternative to organic, which sometimes retails for up to 50% more than natural.
“Because of the organic price point, we’ve seen more
growth in our all-natural sales than in our organic,” confirms Ron Lodato Sr., vp of Blackwood, N.J.-based Caesar’s
Pasta (www.caesarspasta.com). Moms want to serve their
families the very best, he says, but when money is tight,
natural gets them most of the attributes they want for a
price they can afford.
The natural segment has long been dogged by the lack

of a legal definition. The United States Food and Drug
Administration doesn’t object to “natural” on food labels
“provided it is used in a manner that’s truthful and not
misleading and the product does not contain added
color, artificial flavors or synthetic substances.” However,
the agency doesn’t address the use of modified starch,
partially hydrogenated
‘Natural’ was the mostvegetable oils, ingredients extracted with
used tag on packages of
organic solvents, high
food/beverage products
fructose corn syrup,
launched in 2010.
genetically engineered
foods and a whole host
of other substances many consumers assume aren’t permitted in products labeled natural.
For example, a 2010 poll by the Hartman Group
revealed that 61% of consumers believe the term “natural” implies the absence of GMOs, while 62% believe
it implies the absence of pesticides, neither of which is
necessarily true.
Despite the loose definition, a handful of manufacturers have gotten into hot water by applying the all-natural
moniker too liberally. ConAgra-owned Alexia Foods,
Kellogg-owned Kashi and PepsiCo-owned Quaker are
among those taking heat from the FDA and industry
watchdog groups for allegedly misusing the term. As a result, some consumers say they would prefer manufacturers list specific product attributes like “no preservatives”
or “GMO-free” on the front of the package rather than
applying the more ambiguous “natural” label.
To help rectify the situation, the Natural Products Association (www.npainfo.org), Washington, D.C., plans to
expand its certification program for natural household and
personal care products to foods and beverages, creating
category-specific
standards for use
of the term. Phase
one, which will focus on snacks and
cereals, will launch
in the next couple
of months, reports
NPA president Jeff
Wright. Products
that meet certification criteria
will be permitted
Consumers want to be able to buy all
to carry a natural
their favorite brands (conventional and
seal similar to the
natural/organic) in one store, says the
CEO of Mom Made Foods.
certified organic
label — though it’s
not issued by the government. “It will help consumers easily identify products that are truly natural,” he says.
Chains like Whole Foods, Trader Joe’s and Costco have
developed their own guidelines for “natural” products
sold in their stores. If it doesn’t meet their criteria, they
JAN/FEB 2012
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won’t sell it — at least not under a
samples, consumer education and
organic) in one store,” says Stouffer,
natural label. Some observers say
prizes.
citing the unwillingness of natural/
taking on the watchdog role themThe chain also gets kudos from
organic shoppers in particular to
selves helps reassure shoppers and
manufacturers for its knowledgeable
substitute less wholesome products.
build loyalty.
“The more breadth retailers offer, the staff. “We’d love to see other retailers
Most major chains now integrate
do more to help educate consumers
more likely they are to gain and renatural and organic products into the tain that valuable consumer,” whose
about natural and organic foods,”
conventional set. The belief here is
says Stouffer. Even simple signage
income and basket size tends to be
that the products are more likely to
and freezer clings could go a long
larger than the average shopper’s.
be seen by a majority of shoppers that
way toward educating consumers
Expanding natural and organic
way, instead of just by core consumabout the benefits of natural and
offerings brings other benefits. “Our
ers willing to visit a separate section. research shows most retailers are
organic as well as the differences
But the
missing penny between the two, she says.
practice isn’t
‘Natural’ items aren’t supposed profit opCROSS-MERCHANDISING
without its
to have added color, artificial portunities
To boost awareness of natural
critics. “Our
by carrying
flavors or synthetic substances. too much
and organic products outside the
organic pasta
dairy (the second-largest natural/
sales are higher
conventional
organic category behind fresh
when we’re in a segregated section
milk and not enough organic,” says
produce), Hughes suggests crossbecause when we’re alongside conTripp Hughes, director of category
merchandising. For example, try
ventional products, there’s always
management at LaFarge, Wis.-based
promoting high-penetration products
sticker shock,” says Lodato. “WithOrganic Valley (www.organicvalley.
like organic milk with lesser-known
out that comparison against concoop). “Yes, your margins will be a
ventional prices, we’re more likely to little lower when you replace conven- natural and organic products in other
departments. Cereal is a popular
get the sale.”
tional facings with organic, but your
partner, he says, but why not natural
Some dedicated natural and
penny profit will be higher.”
organic shoppers may like findHughes also suggests retailers con- or organic frozen cookie dough, kids’
ing everything in one section, but
sider narrowing the gap between pri- meals or breakfast foods? “Organic
they’re probably the only ones going vate label and national brand organic milk is often the entry point,” he
says. “Use it to move consumers into
there. Mainstream shoppers aren’t
milk prices, especially since supply
likely to see the natural and organic is expected to be tight
products at all.
for at least the next six
months or so. “Retailers
Sales of natural and organic foods and beverages in
INTEGRATED SETS
that offer too much of a
natural food stores (excluding Whole Foods) and con“We’d love to see more integrated
gap are leaving money
ventional food, drug and mass merchandise outlets
merchandising, especially since
on the table,” he says.
(excluding Walmart) combined for the 52 weeks endManufacturers agree
many consumers are drawn to our
ed Dec. 24, 2011, according to SPINS, the Schaumburg,
that natural and organic Ill.-based natural products industry market research
products for reasons other than the
foods could benefit
fact that they’re natural/organic,”
and consulting firm. Percent change is versus the same
period a year ago.
from improved adversays Heather Stouffer, owner/CEO of
tising and promotion.
Alexandria, Va.-based Mom Made
CATEGORY
$ SALES % CHG
Unfortunately, they’re
Foods (www.mommadefoods.com).
All Natural & Organic Food/Bev. $17,734,914,649
13.2%
rarely featured in ad cir- Natural Only
This raises an interesting question:
$10,618,626,653
15.9%
culars because volume
Would all-natural Chobani Greek
Organic Only
$7,116,287,996
9.4%
yogurt, Finagle a Bagel frozen bagels, is so low, and tempoFrozen Natural & Organic
$2,188,525,551
11.6%
rary price reductions
Newman’s Own frozen pizza or
$1,544,041,205
13.5%
can be tricky because of Natural Only
Alexia frozen potatoes be the retail
Organic Only
$644,484,346
7.3%
uncertainty over supwinners they are today if they had
been merchandised in a separate sec- ply. A better approach
other organic categories as well.”
might be to feature large groups of
tion? Hmmm.
natural and organic products to show
Demos are also a good tool that
The other question: how much
core consumers the extent of your
can help reduce the risk associated
natural and organic do you need to
assortment. Better yet, promote the
with buying a new product, especially
offer in the mix? While it’s hard to
put a number on it, “Consumers want whole segment! Rochester, N.Y.-based an organic one that’s priced signifiWegman’s recently put on an Evecantly higher than the conventional
to be able to buy all of their favorite
version, says Lodato. n
rything Organic Festival, featuring
brands (conventional and natural/

NATURAL & ORGANIC SALES
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KNOW YOUR CUSTOMER
AND KNOW WHAT SELLS
At FMI2012 you get to go beyond the barcode
for fresh insights into meeting your customers’
changing demands. Here you’ll find everything
you need to boost sales, including:
■

■
■

■

A packed show floor with must-have
products and services
Countless networking opportunities
Unmatched insights from the FMI2012
Education Program
A special initiative exclusively for
Independent Operators

But don’t wait! Register today while
great Dallas room rates still exist.
www.FMI2012.com.
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SPOTLIGHT: MEXICAN

Mexican

bagging. “In
addition to
this economy,
the José Olé
consumers
line features
are eating
an increasout less and
ingly popular
bringing
flavor profile,
their lunch
Chipotle
to work more
Chicken,
often,” says
which taps
Annual sales of frozen Mexican
Bryce Ruiz,
into a trend
entrees are approaching the $1 bilpresident
toward hotlion mark. Private label has only a
and CEO
ter, spicier
4% share, but is growing rapidly.
of Dinuba,
fare as well.
Calif.-based
Windsor also
José Olé has added items with increasingly popular
BY DENISE LEATHERS
Ruiz Food
continues to
flavor profiles. The latest is Chipotle Chicken.
Products,
test marales of frozen Mexican foods
makers of the
ket its new
across all channels
El Monterey brand (www.elmonterey. Nacho Bites, an at-home version of
inched ahead just 0.1% to
com). To accommodate that shift,
the popular restaurant starter. Since
$988,508,108 in the 52 weeks ended the company is introducing singlethey’re not eating out as often, says
Nov. 26, according to New Yorkserve versions of both its regular and Salvato, many consumers are looking
based Nielsen. Private label makes
supreme burritos, currently available to re-create the restaurant experiup slightly more than 4% of dollars,
only in multi-packs.
ence at home, and manufacturers
but its 13.6% gain to $41,663,400
Ruiz also cites a recent Hartman
continue to look to foodservice for
kept the category in the black. By
Group poll that indicates 48% of
new product ideas.
comparison, branded sales dipped
adult eating occurs between mealBETTER-FOR-YOU KEY
0.5% to $946,844,707.
times. The rise of this “snack culDespite the emphasis on value,
ture,” identified as one of the
demand for better-for-you products
most important consumer
also remains high, especially among
trends for 2012, prompted
older, less acculturated Hispanic
the company to add another
consumers, many of whom already
option — Mini Tacos — to
question the healthfulness of frozen
its reclosable snack bag line.
foods. As a result, many manufacTotal frozen snack/appetizer
turers, including Ruiz, are reducing
dollar sales in supermarkets
sodium content to meet standards
expanded 5.4% during the 12
To capitalize on the trend toward lunches eaten at
established by the National Sodium
weeks ended Dec. 25, but El
work, El Monterey is launching single-serve versions
Reduction Initiative (NSRI). “CurMonterey
and
Delimex
saw
of its regular and supreme burritos.
rently, our entire line of El Monterey
their sales during the period
Private label units gained 16.1%,
family-pack burritos, as well as our
jump 30.4% and 40.0%, respectively,
suggesting that lower prices are
according to Chicago-based
Caucasians index 103 on frozen
helping drive volume in that segment market research firm Sympho(See chart.) To meet growing demand nyIRI Group.
Mexican one-food entrees, but
for better value, many manufacturManufacturers are taking
account for 79% of dollar sales.
ers have rolled out higher-count
a very deliberate approach to
packages of best sellers. For examnew product development right
ple, reports spokesperson Stephanie
single-serve value and supreme burnow, says Sarah Salvato, director of
Ackerman, Pittsburgh-based H.J.
marketing for Houston-based Wind- ritos, meet 2012 NSRI guidelines...
Heinz recently expanded its Delimex sor Foods, maker of the José Olé
and we have plans to lower the solineup (www.delimex.com) to include lineup (www.joseole.com). “Given
dium content of our remaining SKUs
42-count versions of its Chicken &
as well to align with NSRI goals,”
the economy, consumers are extra
Cheese and Beef & Cheese Flour
says Ruiz.
cautious about where and how they
Taquitos.
Better-for-you is a little easier to
spend their money,” she says, adding
Other manufacturers are targeting that they’re unlikely to risk $5 or $10
sell in the refrigerated segment where
demand for value by offering prodless acculturated Hispanics as well as
on a product they’re not sure they’re
ucts in formats designed for brown
mainstream consumers in search of
going to like. As a result, the newest

Foods

Hold Steady

S
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authenticity often seek out tortillas, salsa and guacamole made with
fresh, all-natural ingredients. “Our
TortillaLand uncooked flour tortillas
are made with just five simple ingredients, and our corn tortillas contain
no preservatives, artificial flavors or
colors — and they’re gluten-free... I
definitely think that’s part of the appeal,” says Charlene Lee, director of
marketing for San Diego-based Circle
Foods (www.circlefoods.com).
Because tortillas are only one of
the many components needed to create a Mexican meal, says Lee, retailers have an excellent opportunity to
cross-merchandise them with a wide

sales in the segment. Hispanics, who often index low
on frozen foods, actually
index at 145 for these meals
– but account for about 17%
of sales.
Given that, research
suggests that more acculturated Hispanics are more
influenced by in-store promotions than by advertising
H.J. Heinz recently expanded its Delimex lineup to
and product placement. But
include 42-count versions of its Chicken & Cheese
if you’re going to advertise,
and Beef & Cheese Flour Taquitos.
consider doing it in Spanish
or featuring Hispanic actors
frozen Mexican snacks should be
and
actresses.
Better yet, run the ad
featured anytime frozen snacks in
on
a
Spanish-language
network like
general are in demand: the holidays,
Telemundo
or
Univision
(Hispanics
the Super Bowl, March Madness,
watch
less
TV
than
non-Hispanics
graduation and, of course, Cinco de
Most manufacturers
but when they do tune in, they usuMayo. Frozen Mexican entrees, too,
think Mexican foods
ally choose one of only a handful of
should be promoted whenever other
stations). In addition, younger Hisshould be sold alongside
frozen entrees are offered for sale:
Back-to-school, post-New Year’s, etc. panics have embraced smartphone
‘mainstream’ items.
technology, so retailers and manufacAnother idea
is to promote
variety of complementary products,
a wide array
from ready-made proteins and vegof Mexican
etables to refried beans and shredded products for
cheese (Mexican meal deal, anyone?). sale at the
However, she suggests retailers think same time in
beyond burritos and other traditional order to drive
uses for tortillas and promote them
awareness of
with sandwich fixings for an easy
the category.
wrap or even butter and cinnamon
What form
for dessert crisps.
of promotion
Frozen Mexican foods such as chi- works best?
TortillaLand uncooked flour tortillas are made with just five inmichangas and taquitos can also be
It depends on
gredients, and the brand’s corn tortillas contain no preservatives,
cross-merchandised with salsa and
your target
artificial flavors or colors.
other dips, but because they’re often
consumer.
served at parties and other gatherNielsen’s Homescan Consumer
ings, they can be paired with a wider
turers can reach out to them via apps
Facts Midyear 2011 Report shows
variety of products — from chips and that Caucasians index at only 103 on
and social media.
Because Hispanic foods are more
soda to frozen pizza and hot wings.
frozen Mexican one-food entrees,
likely
to be consumed by non-HisIn terms of promotion, says Ruiz,
but account for 79% of total dollar
panics, most manufacturers think
the products should be sold alongside
FROZEN MEXICAN ENTREES
their conventional food counterparts
Sales in supermarkets, drug stores and mass merchandise outlets
(Mexican snacks with other frozen
(including Walmart) during the 52 weeks ended Nov. 26, 2011, according
snacks, Mexican entrees with other
to Nielsen. Percent change is versus the same period a year ago.
frozen entrees, etc.). But if a store has
a large enough Hispanic shopper base
SEGMENT		
$ SALES
% CHG
UNIT SALES
% CHG
or such a small number of Hispanic
Total Category		 $988,508,108
0.1
434,201,750
(0.4)
products that they could get lost on
Branded		 $946,844,707
(0.5)
419,297,845
(0.9)
the shelf, a separate Hispanic section
Private Label		
$41,663,400
13.6
14,903,905
16.1
might be worth considering. n
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Introducing the freshest tortilla
in the land.
Naturally.

Simple ingredients
5 help
make our uncooked

flour tortillas your customers’
favorite choice.

When it comes to fresh uncooked flour tortillas, TortillaLand® is the natural
choice. Our clean, 5 ingredient label, lets you offer your customers the taste,
aroma and authentic goodness only TortillaLand® offers. And because they’re
fresh and preservative free, they’re only found in the refrigerated section.
Find out how TortillaLand® Uncooked Tortillas move off your
shelf naturally.... call 619-671-3900 or visit us on the web –
www.tortillaland.com/fdbuyer

Try our other FRESH varieties.
Whole Wheat and Corn
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ENERGIZE
for
SUCCESS

tures, working in a footprint that
change in the cold storage industry.
Rising energy costs have sparked
is at least 40-50% smaller. Hedges
interest in energy management and
also noted that this doesn’t take into
alternative energy. According to the account measurable savings in real
IARW Productivity Benchmarking
estate taxes, reduced environmental
Report, since 2006
impact, less product
the average plant’s
damage, and better
utilities costs in
customer service, all of
North America
which are characteristic
have increased
of automated facilities.
This year’s IARW-WFLO convention
by approximately
The Global Cold
will offer help with government
30%. This draChain Alliance, along
regulations, customer demands, the
matic increase
with its core partners
economy and energy costs.
has prompted
IARW and WFLO, is
BY BILL HUDSON
PRW operators to
committed to providing
explore
a
number
members the education
ow do you cut costs and drive
of
ways
to
reduce
and resources to help
success in a challenging
energy
costs.
them navigate the comeconomy?
IARW-WFLO
plicated, modern PRW
That was the very questions the
members
around
industry.
top leaders in public refrigerated
the
world
have
For PRW companies
warehousing and logistics asked
BILL HUDSON
been
investing
in
interested
in learning
themselves at the strategic board
st
IARWalternative
energy
more,
the
121
meeting of the International AssoWFLO
Convention
&
Expo,
being
solutions,
including
solar
panel
ciation of Refrigerated Warehouses
held
April
21-26
in
Tucson,
Arizona,
installations,
LED
lighting,
fuel
cells,
(IARW) and the World Food Lowind farms, and CO2 cascade refrig- will focus on the challenges and opgistics Organization (WFLO) in
eration
systems.
portunities in the PRW industry in
September 2011.
Today,
energy
costs
incurred
by
2012 and beyond.
At the meeting, each board memindustrial
refrigeration
systems
With the theme “Energize Sucber was asked what their chief conare
usually
the
largest
portion
cess,”
the educational programming
cerns were going into 2012. Usur(more
than
70%)
of
a
refrigerated
at
the
IARW-WFLO Convention
prisingly, every respondent said
warehouse
company’s
electric
bill.
&
Expo
will explore what success
they were most concerned about
Many
IARW-WFLO
members
have
looks
like
in today’s temperaturegovernment regulations, customer
implemented
energy
management
controlled
logistics market.
demands, the economy and energy
programs,
contracting
companies,
Speakers
will provide actionable
costs.
like
GCCA
Service
Partner
Cascade
tips
on
how
to reduce energy costs,
Today’s public refrigerated wareEnergy,
to
help
find
cost-effective
vet
new
technology,
increase cushouse (PRW) operator is faced with
ways
to
reduce
energy
costs
in
the
tomer
demand,
and
navigate
governthe constant challenge of managing
refrigeration
system
and
in
the
entire
ment
regulations.
In
the
IARW
Expo
rising costs, all while satisfying outfacility.
at
the
event,
20%
of
the
exhibitors
side forces like government regulaIn the last decade, there has also
will provide alternative energy solutors and customers.
been increased interest in
tions or energy management soluAutomated
Storage
and
tions. There are also a number of
Since 2006, average utilities
Retrieval Systems (ASRS).
exhibitors offering new, cost-saving
costs have jumped about 30% Those using automation,
technologies. Learn more at www.
iarw.org/convention.
whether
fully
or
partially,
for refrigerated warehouses.
To find listings of IARW-WFLO
have seen the benefits. Jeff
Hedges, director of busi- warehouse members, visit www.
ness development at ASRS provid- gcca.org/directory. n
While this inhospitable business
er Dematic Corp., estimates that an
climate may seem daunting, it has
automated facility with 8,000-10,000 Bill Hudson is president and CEO
also been an opportunity for memof the Global Cold Chain Alliance
bers of IARW-WFLO to improve op- or more pallet positions can gener(www.gcca.org ), Alexandria, Va.
ate
50-75%
savings
in
labor
costs
and
erations. The last decade has brought
He
can be reached at 703-373-4300.
60-80%
savings
in
energy
expendiabout impressive and innovative
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What was your logistics company doing in 1923?
Our business was founded on these four principles, and
they have been the mainstay of our company ever since.

1-800-791-2653
www.henningsen.com
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Unleashing DSD
Direct store delivery categories in dairy and frozen
have long been cornerstones of efficiency. But it’s quite
possible that you ain’t seen nothin’ yet.
BY DAN RAFTERY

“P

ioneers get the arrows,” the saying goes. So
despite the agreed-upon potential offered by
new concepts, people often are hesitant to
be the first with full-blown implementations. (Those
arrows can really hurt.)
We’ve seen this with both scan-based trading (SBT)
and SKU rationalization. Their basic ideas have been
widely accepted for decades, but there’s always been that
nagging fear of arrows. As a result, neither concept has
come close to reaching its full potential.
But given the industry’s years of experience with SBT
and SKU rationalization, coupled with new technology
that supports them, we may be entering a bright new
era. That’s the view of Tal J. Zlotnitsky, chairman and
CEO, iControl Systems
USA (www.iControldsd.
com), Rockville, Md.
He believes we’ve finally
“reached the point where
the technology is ready
to provide collaborative
business intelligence.”
For some retailers and
manufacturers, the time
for caution with SBT and
even SKU rationalization appears to be over.
Zlotnitsky has seen some
category sales
‘Macro outcomes result from
more than double
micro actions.’ --T.J. Zlotnitsky
from SBT partnerships and total
store profits jump by a full percentage point from SKU
rationalization analyses.
Zlotnitsky spoke on this subject at the recent ProductivityPlus Conference put on by the Food Marketing
Institute and the Grocery Manufacturers Association.
During the conference, he also met with me to describe
how retailers are seeing bottom-line benefits from SBT
and SKU rationalization.

SBT GAINS TRACTION
Retailers have always recognized the efficiency that DSD
suppliers bring to the party. This has been especially
effective in the cold chain, where DSD suppliers play critical roles in maintaining product integrity.
The difference now, Zlotnitsky notes, is that the indus-
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try’s focus has shifted. In the past, it was all about building massive legacy systems, and integrating systems used
by companies that had been acquired. That’s pretty well
over. Today, “Winning retailers have started to turn their
attention more outward, toward how to better optimize
the business using information system collaboration with
their suppliers to drive smarter merchandising decisions,”
he says.
Zlotnitsky says retailers who have successfully implemented SBT relationships with DSD suppliers, include
Ahold, Cumberland Farms, CVS Pharmacy, Dominick’s, Giant Eagle, Harris Teeter, Bi-Lo, Kroger, Safeway,
Supervalu and others. These chains, he explains, have
reduced the amount of time spent by their limited internal resources on non-productive activities such as item
and price file maintenance, invoice audits and accounts
payable functions. Instead, they allocate more time for
activities that help drive sales.

SYNCHRONIZED DATA
“The relationship is made more efficient, much more
sales- and outcome-oriented, in an SBT partnership
between a retailer and a supplier,” according to Zlotnitsky. The foundation of these successful partnerships
is synchronized data, one of the earliest SBT principles
and requirements defined in the 1996 report “Scan
Based Trading: Using Scanner Driven Technologies to
Change Direct Store Delivery Practices – A Pilot Study”
(published by Grocery Manufacturers Association).
Getting the data right is especially important for large
companies due to the breadth of their product offerings
and the complexities of their pricing and promotional
programs. “We are now in the age of the third-party
intermediary,” says Zlotnitsky, “who is trusted by both
retailer and manufacturer to be the keeper of the data.”
Dairy and frozen DSD categories can benefit greatly
under SBT partnerships. For example, the time saved by
SBT suppliers who can bypass the store-level, check-in
process can be reallocated to store merchandising activities. Ice cream products – some of the most temperature
sensitive items in the store – can benefit from less time
spent in ambient air.
When it is done right, SKU rationalization can increase
sales and decrease inventory costs. Zlotnitsky notes that
more retailers are “digging into store-specific data and
are finding some interesting and rewarding results.”
For example, at a total company level, ethnic food
categories do not show well, if they show up on reports at
all. “At the corporate level, some categories can be all but
invisible,” says Zlotnitsky. “However, at the store level,
they can be outstanding and important performers.” He
has seen bottom line profits increase by a full percentage
point in stores where SKU rationalization analytics were
applied to improve performance of ethnic categories.
“Cheese would be one big opportunity category for
store-level customized assortment,” he notes, recom-

mending that retailers dig into store-specific sales trends
in the cheese case to put the right item in the right store
at the right time.

MACRO OUTCOMES
One reason for the increased attention to SBT and SKU
rationalization, according to Zlotnitsky, is that “Retailers are looking for people in their organizations who are
doing things right and supporting them with targeted
analytics to help them make better business decisions.
Companies are moving away from some of the negatives
of scorecarding and toward the broader adoption of positive performance techniques.”
For example, his company installs analysts on-site to
help retailers drill down into scan data as recent as oneday old. Individualized reports are pushed to category
managers and buyers, such as store-specific out-of-stocks
that existed yesterday.
“Macro outcomes result from micro actions,” Zlotnitsky often says. To support his belief in the importance
of data-driven analytics, he points to the CVS Pharmacy
drug store chain. “Since implementing SBT with their
print media (newspapers and magazines) suppliers in
2007,” Zlotnitsky says “CVS has seen sales increase more
than twofold in this 1,700-item category.” n
-

Dan Raftery is president of Raftery Resource Network and a
trumpet hobbyist. He can be reached at Dan@RafteryNet.com.

MAKING DSD SEAMLESS
BY MIKE JACKSON
For the most part retailers
have not managed the DSD
categories as closely as selfdistributed products and the
DSD vendors have been left
to execute without a lot of
information from retailers. I
worked with iControl to increase collaboration between
the DSD vendor and the retailer in order to create a
win/win situation that grows the business. SBT and
SKU rationalization both have some baggage and
can evoke negative feelings in the industry. Yes, SBT
and SKU rationalization can be part of the collaborative process, but analytics are the real enabler. The
analytics give insights in a transparent manner to
retailer and vendor, which allow them to make better
decisions for the business. When both parties come
together in this kind of seamless software support
framework, trust develops and mutually beneficial collaboration happens.
Mike Jackson is the former President and COO of SUPERVALU, Eden Prairie, Minn. He gave his snow blower to his
dad and now frequently ventures from his Florida home as
a much sought-after industry consultant.
JAN/FEB 2012
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GETTING PERSONAL

‘WE ONLY

KNOW
TODAY’
How a frozen food executive and
his family took a break from their
lives and spent six months touring
Central and South America.
BY WARREN THAYER

J

oe Kent took a leave of absence
from his job in January of
2010 to travel through Central
and South America with his wife,
Eleanor, and daughters Olivia and

‘This photo was taken when we first
walked into the orphanage, where
the youngest children live and
when that little boy nuzzled
into your neck I had such
a sense of relief… seeing
a tear in your eye and
happiness in the little
boy’s… I knew it was
all going to work out.’
— Eleanor Kent

Nyla, then 10 and 4. The trip, from
February through August of that
year, was a life-changer not only for
the Kents, but for many of those
they happened to meet along the
way.
By any measure, it was a daring
and unusual move. Kent was 41 at
the time, and the sales and marketing
director of Michael Angelo’s Gourmet Foods in Austin, Texas. When
he announced his plans, some people
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wondered if he were ill, or simply
crazy. But the decision came after
much thought. Eleanor’s father, who
had worked hard all his life, had taken ill and died the previous summer,
before he could enjoy retirement.
Kent, who is now heading sales
with InnovAsian Cuisine, says his
father-in-law’s death was the catalyst that moved him and his wife to
“search of a challenge, some time
together, a ‘nomadic’ education, a
view of the world through the eyes of
two young girls and the opportunity
to share and learn with others along
the way.”
That’s actually a quote from a
wonderful website that chronicles
the family’s trip and what led up to
it: http://web.me.com/kentfamily/
partyof4/Home.html.
On the home page of the site, Kent
offers a
preamble:
“In recent
years
we’ve
realized
many
things
but are
certain
about
one...
we only
know
today.
With this
in mind,
our family has
decided
to temporarily
leave our life, as we know it, and take
it on the road. This has been an idea
we have toyed with for as long as we
can remember but the time has never
been right. As it turns out, there is
never really a perfect time but now
seems so right.
“Of course, in the weeks and
months leading up to our departure, as we sorted out the logistics
and skeptics voiced their concerns,
we too began to wonder if we were

making the right decision. Was it
okay to pull our girls out of school
for months at a time? Could we really
do it financially? Requesting a leave...
could it/would it happen?
“Then things began to fall into
place. Soles4Souls accepted us as
distributors, allowing our family to
take 450 pairs of shoes to a children’s
home in Guatemala — with the hope
of opening doors to other opportunities in countries along the way.
Tickets purchased. Vaccinations
completed. REI bought out (yikes).
Backpacks filled. Lots of goodbyes.
“And now, as we sit on a dock in
lovely Guatemala, with the most
breathtaking views of a lake, surrounded by three glorious volcanoes,
watching our girls dabble in the water digging for clay, in a little Mayan
village… it all seems so perfect… so
right!”
As Joe related his story, what I had
planned as a 15 minute interview
stretched quickly into an hour and a
half. I told him he was outlining what
has been a life dream of my own, and
he said my reaction is common. (So
why don’t we do it?)
I can share only snippets here, and
urge you to visit the Kents’ website.
To answer some of the questions that
may pop up:
No, the Kents are not independently wealthy, or benefactors of
a big will. They lived below their
means for about 10 years, saving for
something just like this. After gifting
the shoes to the kids in Guatemala,
they traveled pretty much randomly throughout eight countries in
Central and South America, finding
non-luxury hotels along the way. In
each country they visited, they made
a point to give back in some way and
help people who needed it. The girls
got to see how lucky they were to
be living in the United States, and
everyone grew spiritually.
“People get in the rat race, and it’s
challenging to find the time to do
something like this,” Joe says. “But
it was great taking a break. Someday
we’ll do it again — it’s not ‘if,’ but
‘when.’” n
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